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Tilis section contains a description of 
some of the most common surface synoptic 
code formats, including land, ship, 
environmental data buoy and land (regional). 
The definitions of symbolic terms are 
generally brief; for elaboration of terms 
and other synoptic code formats, see 
either the Federal Meteorological Handbook, 
~ (1982 Edition) or International 
Meteorological Codes (1981 Revised Edition), 
NAVAIR 50-lP-ll. Block and station number 
listings may be found in Weather Station 
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Symbolic Terms, Land Station 
Block number; def!ue.s tht: area in which the reporting station is 
located. 
International station nUDtber. 
Indicator for inch·sion c•r omission of precipitation data. (See 
Code Table 1819) 
Indicator for type of stc.tion (manned or automatic} , and present 
and past weather ;svailabjlity. (See Code Table 1860) 
Height above gro11ud of tr.e lowest cloud observed. (Code Table 1600) 
Horizontal visibi.lii:y at the surface. (Code Table 4377) 
Total cloud cover in oktcs. (See Synoptic Code Plotting Guide) 
True directicn from ·which wind is blowing, in tens of degrees. 
Wind speed, in 1'not s. <§> calm _ 1 to 2 kt ...L___ 3 to 7 kt 
\_, 8 to 12 kt L 48 to 52 kt 
Example plots: L 17 kt L 38 kt L 73 kt ~ 113 kt 
Sign of temperatur~; 0 indicates a positive temperature, 1 indicates 
a negative temperat~re. 
Air temperature, in tenths of a degree Celsius. 
Dew-point temperature, in tenths of a degree Celsius. 
Pressure at station level, in tenths of a millibar. 
Pressure at mean sea-level, in tenths of a millibar. 
Characteristic of the pressure tendency during the three hours 
preceding the time of observation. (See Synoptic Code Plotting Guide) 
Pressure change at station level during the three hours preceding 
the time of observation, in tenths of a millibar. 
Amount of precipitation which has fallen during the period preceding 
the time of observation, the duration of which is indicated by the 
term tR. 
Duration of the period in which precipitation, RRR, occurred. 
Expressed in units of six hours, e.g., tR=2 indicates a twelve-
hour period of accumulation. 
1-3 
WW Present weather. (See Synoptic Code Pl~tting Guide) 
Past weather; w
1 
is the most significant, W7 is past weather of 
lesser significance. (See Synoptic Code Pl5ttin~; Guide) 
The amount of all low cloud (CL) present t in okt~.s . If no CL is 
observed, the amount of middle cloud (CM) is repc·rted. 
(Code Table 2700) 
Low cloud type. (See Synoptic Code Plotting Guide) 
Middle cloud type. (See Synoptic Code Plotting Cuide) 






















Oto 50 m 
SO to 100 :n 
100 to 200 m 
200 to 300 m 
300 to 600 m 
eoo to 1000 m 
1000to1500m 
1!500 to 2 000 m 
2000 to 25CO m 
2500 m or more, or no clouds 
Height of base of cloud not known or bi.u of clouds at ;i level l'lwer and tops ~~ 
a level higher than that of the station 
1819 







Precipitation data are r1por1td: 
In Section 1 
In SecUon 3 
In none of th"I two 
Sections 1 and 3 
In none of the two 
Sections 1 and 3 
1860 




amount ,.. O) 
Omitted (precipitation 
amount not available) 
ix Indicator for type of station operation (manned or automatic) 

















Group 7_W,W1 Is: 
Included 
Omitted (no significant 
phenomenon to report) 
Omitted (not observed, 
data not available) 
Included 
Omitted (no signiflcant 
phenomenon to report) 
Omitted (not observed, 
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(See FMH No. 2 for description of symbolic terms) 
555 ... National Code Groups 
Described in FMH No. · 2 
, · 
Surface Synoptic Code: Ship · 
Symbolic Form 
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Environmental Data Buoy Code 
(See Ship Synoptic Code for Explanation of Common .Terms) 
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Symbolic Terms, Ship Station 
Terms common to both land and ship stations are defined in section, "Symbolic 
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Ship's call sign. 
Day of month (GMT), on which the actual time of observation falls. 
Actual time of observation, to the nearest whole hour (;}IT. 
Wind units indicator. 0 indicates estimated, mps; 1 indicates 
measured, mps. 3 indicates estimated, kt: 4 indicates measured, kt. 
Latitude of ship's location, in degrees and tenths. 
Quadrant of the globe. (Code Table 3333) 
Longitude of ship's location, in degrees and tenths. 
Direction of ship's movement during the three hours preceding the 
time of observation. (Code Table 0700) 
Average speed of ship made good duri ng the three hours preceding 
the time of observation. (Code Table 4451) 
Sea-surface temperature, in tenths of a degree Celsius. 
Period of wind waves, in seconds. 
Height of wind waves, in units of 0.5 meter. 
True direction, in tens of degrees, from which the first swell 
wave system is coming. 
True direction, in tens of degrees, from which the second swell 
wave sys t em is coming. 
Period, i n seconds, of the first swell wave system. 
Height, i n units of 0.5 meter, of the first swell wave system. 
Period, in seconds, of the second swell wave system. 
Height, in units of 0.5 meter, of the second swell wave system. 





Ice accretion on ships. (Code Table 1751) 
Thickness, in centimeters, of ice accretion on ships. 







Concentration or arrangement of sea ice. (Code Table 0639) 
Stage of deve:lopment . (Code Table 3739) 
Ice of land crigin. (Code Table 0439) 
Bearin& of ptinciple ice edge. (Code Table 0739) 
Present ice situation and trend of conditions over preceding 
~hrea hours. (Code Table 5239) 
1- 1.3 
0700 
Direction or bearing in one figure 
o. - Direction (true) of resultant displacement of the ship during 














Calm (In 0 , OK), or stationary (In Os), or at the statlor: (In Oa, 01) 










All directions (In Da, 01), or c:onfused (In DK), or varlabl'c (in O(wlnd)l, or unknown 
(In 0 1), or unknown or c:louds Invisible (Ir DH, DL, CM) 
Report from a coastal land station or displac:ement of ship not reported (In o. 
only- see Regulatlon 12.3.1 ;2"(b)) 
3333 
O c - Quadrant of the globe 
Qc-7 N Oc•1 
Code Latitude Longitude f:i noure :§ 
1 North East iii w Equator E 3 South East .c u 
5 South West ~ 
c: 
7 North West <D m ... 
ti> 
Qc-5 s 
N o t e : The choice Is left to the observer tn the followlng cases: 
- When the ship Is on the Greenwich meridian or the 1eoth meridian 
Clolololo- OCOO or 1800 respectively): 
Oc - 1 or 7 (northern hemisphere) or 
Oc - 3 or 5 (southern hemisphere); 
- When the ship Is on the Equator (la lat. - 000): 
Oc- 1 or 3 (eastern longitude) or 
Oc • 5 or 7 (western longitude). 
4451 
v, - Ship's average speed made good during the three hours preced· 














0 knot 0 kilometre per hour 
1- 5 knob 1 -10 kllomatrH par hour 
1-10 knob 11-19 kilometres per hour 
11-15 knob 20-28 kilometres per hour 
18-20 knots 29-37 kllomatres per hou'I' 
21 - 25 knots 38 - 47 kilometres per hour 
20-30 knots 48-56 kilometres per hour 
31 - 35 knots 57 - 65 kilometres par hour 
38-40 knots 65-75 kilometres per hour 
Over 40 knots Over 75 kilometres per hour 
Not appllc:able (report from a c:oastal land station) or not reported (see Regulation 






b1 - Ice of land origin 
Cade 
flour• 
0 No Ice of land origin 
0439 
1 1-5 le.bergs, no growlers or bergy bits 
2 f-10 Icebergs, no growlers or bergy bits 
3 11-20 Icebergs, no growlers or bargy blta 
4 Up to and Including 10 growlers and bergy bits - no Icebergs 
5 More than 10 growlers and bargy bits - no Icebergs 
6 1-5 Icebergs with growlers and bergy bits 
7 t-10 Icebergs with growlers and bargy blts 
B 11-20 Icebergs with growlers and bargy bits 
9 More than 20 Icebergs with growlers and bargy bits - a major hazard to navigation 
I Unable to report, because of darkness, lack of vlsiblllty or because only sea Ice 
Is visible 
0639 
c1 - Concentration or arrangement of sea ice 
Code 
flaute 
0 No sea Ice Jn sight 
1 Ship ln open laed rnore than 1.0 nauUcal mlle wide, or ship In fest lu with boundary 









SM Ice preMnt In concentrations leas than 
3/10 (3/1), open water or very open pack Ice 
4/10to S/10 (3/~to less than S/B), open pack Ice 
7/10 to 8/10 (8/1 to less than 7/tl), cloH 
pack Ice 
9/10 o: more, but not 10/10 (1/8 to Iese than 
1/8), very cloH pack Ice 
Sb1ps and patc:hea of pack Ice with open 
wat. between 
Sb1p1 and patches of close or very close 
pack Ice with areaa of le111r concentrdon 
between 
Fast Ice with open water, very open or open 
pack lea to seaward of the Ice boundary 
Fut Ice with clo11 or very clo1e pack Ice to 
seaward of the Ice boundary 
Sea Ice co~ 
centratlon 
11 uniform 
In the ob..,.. 
vailon ar .. 
Sea Ice con .. 
centratlon 11 
not uniform In 
th• obaemltfon .,.. 




I Unable to report, because of darkness, lack of vfslblllty, or because shfp Is more 
than 0,5 nautical mile away from Ice edge 
0739 
01 - Bearing of principal ice edge 
Cade 
flaur• 
0 Ship ln shore or flaw lead 
1 Prfnclpal Ice edge towards NE 
2 Principal Ice edge towards E 
3 Principal Ice edge towards SE 
4 Principal Ice edge towards S 
5 Prfnclpal Ice edge towards SW 
6 Principal Ice edge towards W 
7 Principal Ice edge towards NW 
8 Prlnclpal Ice edge towards N 
9 Not determined (ship In Ice) 
I Unable to report, becau.e of darkne11, lack of vlslbility or because only Ice of land 
origin Is visible 
1-15 
1751 3551· 










Icing from ocean spray 
Icing from fog 
0 
1 
Ice not bulldlng up 
Ice building up slowly 
Ice bulldlng up rapidly Icing from spray and fog 




Ice melting or breaking up slowly 
Ice melting or breaking up rapldfy Icing from spray and rain 
3739 














New Ice only (frazll Ice, grease Ice, slush, shuga) 
Niles or Ice rind, less than to cm thick 
Young Ice (grey Ice, grey-white Ice), 11)..3() cm thick 
Predominantly new and/or young lea with some first-year lea 
Predominantly thin first-year Ice with some new and/or young ice 
All thin first-year ice (30-70 cm thick) 
Predominantly medium first-year Ice (70-120 cm thlcll) and thick first-year Ice 
(> 120 cm thick) with soma thinner (younger) first-year Ice 
All medium and thick first-year Ice 
Predominantly medium and thick flrst-year Ice with some old Ice (usually more 
than 2 metres thick) 
Predominantly old Ice 
Unable to report, because of darkness, lack of visibility or because only Ice of land 
origin Is visible or because ship Is more than 0.5 nautical mile away from Ice edge 
5239 















Ship In open water wUh floating lee lrt sight 
Ship In easily penetrable ice; conditions Improving 
Ship In easily penetrable Ice; conditions not changing 
Ship In easily penetrable Ice; conditions worsening 
Ship In k:_. difficult to penetrate; conditions Improving 
Ice under stlght pressure difficult to 
Ship In Ice dlfflcult to penetrate; conditions not changing 
Ice forming and floes freeilng together I Ship In Ice 
Ice under modwate or severe pressure ~~~~~~~:.and 
Ship beset worsening 
Unable to report- because of darkness or lack of vlsibtllty 
1- 16 
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GROUP ncn {LCW) CLOUDS o Stratocumulus {Sc), Stratu.! {St) 1 Cumulus (Cu), Cumulonimbus (Cb) 















No stratocUlllul.us, stratus, cumulus, or 
cumulaiimbus clouds present. 
Cumulus with little vertical developnent 
and seeming~ flattened. 
Cumulus or considerable developnent, gen-
erally towering, with or without other 
cumulus or stratocumulus, bases all at 
the san.e level. 
Cumulmimbus with tops lacking clear-cut 
outlines but distinctly not cirri!om or 
anvil shaped. 
Stratocmulus !omed by- the epreading out 
or cumulus; cum.ulus also often present. 
Stratocumulus not f'ormed by the spreading 
out of cunulus. 
Stratus or tractostratus or both, but not 
fractostrauts or bad weather. 
Fractostratus and/or fractocumulus of bad 
weather {"scud") usually under altostratus 
and nimbostratus. 
Cumulus and stratocumulus other than those 
tamed by the spreading cut or cumulus, 
with bases at di!teren t levels. 
Cumulonimbus having a clearly fibrous 
(cirritorm) top, often anvil shaped. 
Stratocumulus, stratus, cumulus, and 
cumulcn:imbus invisible owing to darlmess, 
fog, blowing dust or sand, or other s:lmi-
lar phenanena. 
1-19 
GRWP "B" (MIDDLE) CLOODS 
Altocumulus (Ac), Altostratus (As) 1 Nimbostratus (Ns) 0 
Code figure & Pri CLOOD S?MBOL SPECIFICATICN S 
0 No altocum.ulus, altostratus, or niinbo-
stratus clouds present. 
l 8th L_ Thin altostra'Ws (sEll\itransparent every-
where) through which the sun or moon would 
be seen dimly as through ground glass. 
2 7th L 'lbick altostratus or nimbostratus. 
.) 6th Thin (semitransparent) altocum.ulus; cloud 
vv elanents not changing much; at a single 
level. 
4 4t1' 6 Thin altocumulus in patches (often almond or tish shaped); cloud elements continually 
changing and/or occuring at more than one 
level. 
5 4th ~ Thin al tocumulus in bands or in a layer gradually spreading over the sky and 
usuaJ.l7 thickening as a whole. 
0 6 3rd ~ Alto CU111ulus fanned by the spreading out 0£ cumulus. 
7 4th fu Double-layered altocumulus; not increasing Sth or a thick layer of altocumulus, not increas-:lng or altostrauts and altocumulus both 
present at the same or different levels. 
8 lat H iltocmulus in the torm o£ cumulus-shaped tufts or al.tocumulus with turrets. 
9 1st G Al tocumulus 0£ a chaotic sky; usually at ditferent levels. 
I Ac, As, and Ns invisible owing to darkness, 
fog, etc. or more often because of the 




GROOP "A11 (HIGH) Ctams 
Cirrw1 (Ci), Cirrocumulus (Cc), Cirrost:::-atus (Cs) (' 






















?lo cirrus, cirrocumulus, or cirrostratus 
clouds present. 
Filaments or stra.11ds or cirrus, scattered 
and not increasing. 
Dense ci?'ru! in p.:Ltches or twisted sheaves, 
usuall;y' not i.ncreasing. 
Cirrus 1 often an.v: .. l shaped, derived !rO'll or 
associated lt"i th Cltmulonimbus. 
Cirrus, oft.sn hool:-shaped, gradually spreading 
over the sky' and usually thickening as a. 
whole. 
Cirrus and cirros1;ratus 1 often in ccnverging 
bands, O!" cirrostratus alone; the continous 
layer not reachinE: 45° altitude. 
Cirrus and c:trrosi.ratus, often in converging 
bands., or cirrost1a-tus al.one; the continuous 
layer exceeding 45° altitude. 
Cirrost.ratus covering the whole sky. 
Cirrostratus :iot increasing and not covering 
the whole sky; Ci and Cc may be present. 
CiITOC"Jmulus tlane or with sane cirrus or 
ci:n-ol!ltratus, but the cirrocumulus being 
the main clrri!'om cloud present. 
Ci, Cc, and Cs invisibile owing to darkness 
fog, etc. or i:tore often because or the 











For. additlnal information on this code, 
see .~al MeteoTological Handbook No. 








1. The Radiosonde code is a report of an upper air sounding whii:h gives 
the altitude (in meters), temperature in degrees Celsius• dew po:lnt 
depression and generally the wind direction and wind speed at constant 
pressure levels. Significant variations in temperature And dew point 
. depressions at various pressure surfaces are also included in thE! report . 
These soundings are normally taken twice daily (OOOOZ and l~OOZ) . 
2. The words TEMP or TEMP SHIP are a symbolic prefix used to indicate 
that the report or reports following contain information obtainec. from 
a radiosonde sounding. This prefix is used primarily in collecttve head-
ings to identify the contents of broadcasts . 
3. The code consists of two transmissions (the first and the second). 
Each transmission is made up of mandatory levels and signif~ levels . 
The first transmission reports mandatory and significant levels through 
100 millibars, tropopause data and maximum wind data. The second trans-
mission reports mandatory and significant levels from 99 mbs through the 
termination of the sounding, tropopause data and maximum wind data. 
4. Mandatory levels in the U.S. are the SFC, 1000, 850, 70v, 500, 400, 
300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10, 7, 5, 3, 2, and 1 mb levels. 
The surface is classified as a mandatory level although it is also 
included with the significant levels for transmission. M.~nd3tory heights 
are reported in meters (hundreds, tens, and units through 70u mbs), 
(thousands, hundreds and tens from 500 mbs to the top of th.a souniing) . 
Standard Heights Base Analisis Heights 
1,000 mb 111 meters 1,000 mb 120 meters 
850 mb 1457 meters 850 mb 1440 meters 
700 mb 3012 meters 700 mb 3060 meters 
500 mb 5574 meters 500 mb 5580 meters 
400 mb 7185 meters 400 mb 7200 meters 
300 10b 9164 meters 300 mb 9180 meters 
250 mb 10363 meters 250 mb 10340 meters 
200 mb 11784 meters 200 mb 11760 meters 
150 mb 13608 meters 150 mb 13620 meters 
100 mb 16180 meters 100 mb 16140 meters 
70 mb 18442 meters 50 mb 20580 meters 
50 mb 20576 meters (draw for every 60 meters up to 
300 mbs and every 120 meters 
from 300 mbs and up) 
5. In general, significant levels are defined as levels at which tempera-
ture and/or moisture content data are sufficiently important or unusual 
to warrant the attention of the forecaster. 
2- l 
·RADIOSONDE CODE USED BY UNITED STATES 
STATIONS IN NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA (WMO 
REGION IV) ANO THE NORTH PACIFIC (WMO REGION V) 
The symbolic fonn of message used by Land Stntions (i.e., TE:\IP) is: 
PART A Form of 1lI essage 
TrAA YYGGI. llili 
99P..P..Po ToToT..,DoDo dodof'.J'Jo 
OObhh TIT.DD ddfCf 
8Shhh TIT .DD ddfff 
iOhhh TIT.DD ddCCC 
SOhhh TTT .DD ddfff 
40hhh TT'f.DD ddCCC 
30hhh TTT.DD ddctf 
25hhh TIT.DD ddfff 
20hhh TIT.DD ddfff 
l5hhh T7T .DD ddfff 
lOhhh TTf .DD ddfff 
rl ~ P.,.P ... Pm 
PART B Form of J.lfessage 
Tl'BB YYGG/ Ilili 
OOP..PaPo TaToTa..OaDo 
llPPP TIT.DD 
22PPP TIT 0 DD 
33PPP TIT.DD 












(Maximum Wind Dataf 
(Section 41 
Contents 




(Significant LevPls with respect to Tem· 
perature and/or Humidity) 
{Section 5) 







PAHT C f' 11nn of M e.'f~uyc 
rrc:<: Y\GGI., II iii 
'iOhhh TIT.DD dJrrr 
SOhhb TIT.DD ddrrr 
30h~ah TIT.DD dJrrr 
20hhh n1·.DD ddrrr 
IO~hh TIT.DD ddrrr 
07hhh TIT.DD ddf(f 
OShhh TIT.DD ddffl 
OShhh TIT.DD ddff'f 
02hhh TIT.DI> ddfff 
Ulhhh TIT.DD Jdf(l 





PART D /t'orm of Message 
·rrDn YYGG/ nm 
I IPPi" TTT.DD 
!!2PPP TTT .DD 
3.'IPP? TIT.DD 






llJat.ll above 100 mb) 
11 den tifir.atioD-P01ilion( 
(Ser.lion I) 




{Maximum Wind Data) 
{Section 41 
Cont.mu 




(8ipificant Leve!. wit.h rspect to Tem-
peratuno and/or Humidity! 
[Section 51 
!Regional Codee-Al!ditional Data) 
!Section 81 
The symbolic fonn oC message used by Ship Stations (i.e., TE.MP SHIP) is: 
PART A 
UUAA YYGGld 99L.L.L. Q.LI..,I..,J .. 
MMMUr..Ur.o 
99PoPoPo 
•••••••••••••••••••• etc. (Remainder of code same as Land Stations) 
Only data for levels up t~ and including the !OJ-mb level shall be reported in PARTs A 
and B. Only data for levels above the 100-mb lL~el s~all >e reported in PAR.Ts C and D. 
Data for any levels at and below the 100-mb level, which are not included in PARTS A and B, '\· 
shall not be included in PAR.Ts C and O. Those data U'lt in·:luded in PAR.Ts A and B shall be .._} 
reported by means of a corrective message. 
Owing to coamunications arrangements that may h~ in •!ffect for a particular area, it 
is not practicable to specify precisely the amount ~f data or the arrangement of the message 
volunteer ships may be able to transmit for each observation 1 Normally, these ships will 
transmit PARTs A, B, C and D, insofar as data are av~ilablu. Whether all the PAR.Ts are 
divided into several messages, will depend on a nu!aber of factors which fluctuate from 
day to day. PARTs A and C have first transmission priority; PARTs B and D have second 
transmission priority. If volunteer observing shi?S encounter operational difficulties 
in transmitting all four PARTe of the radiosonde report to the coastal radio station, 





Definition:i of 8ymholR 
Symbolic letters (or groups of leltcrt>) unc.1 
words (or letter groups) are listeJ below in alpha-
betical order. Symbolic 6guret1 (or figure grnupi;) 
are given in numerical order. Detailed explana-
-tion1 and coding procedures for each element arc 
given in Chapter B4 (CoJiu,,; Individual J<;Je-
** menu). 
Definitions of the symbolic letters are: 
AA•Letter identifier for the PART of 
11. code form 11pecifying that PART 
A of a report of an upper-air 
sounding from either a land or 
ship Btation follows (Section 1). 
(Par. B4-3 and Code Table 108) 
A4 rA,u=Bpecifications of the Regional Ad-
ditional Data being reported in 
Section 8. (Par. B4-25) 
BB ... Letter identifier for the PART of 
a code form specifying that PART 
B of a report of an upper-air 
sounding from either a land or 
ship station followa (Section 1). 
(Par. B4-3 and Code Table 108) 
CC• Letter identifier for the PART of 
a code form specifying that PART 
C of a report of an upper-air 
sounding from either a land or 
ship station follows (Section 1). 
(Par. B4-3 and Code Table 108) 
DD=-Letter identifiers for the PART of 
a code form specifying that PART 
D of a report of an upper-Air 
sounding from either a land or 
ship station followa (Section 1). 
(Par. B4-3 and Code Table 108) 
DD-Depression of the dew point tem-
perature (with respect to water) 
at the apecified atandard iaobaric 
surface or significant level (Sec-
tions 2 and 5). (Par. B4- 12 and 
Code Table 102) 
(Non:: When I.he depremion ill 4.e•c 
or 1eu, it ii reported to tenth.I of a de-
arce. When the depree.ion ill more tha.n 
4.l*"C, it ii reported to whule degree..} 
0 0 D0 = Depression o( the dew point tem-
perature (with respect to water) 
at the :1urlace release JtOint (Sec-
tiuut; 2 unJ 5) . (P11r B4 ·1Zund 
C1.xfo Tulilu 1112 ) 
(NOTt: : Whl'n t he 1i"pr1!118Um ill 4.u•c 
or leas, it ii rupurk't.1 t.o ttmth1 of a dL~ 
gret'. WhL·n th11 dupwuiun i1 rnol't! than 
4.U"C, it ii rl!'purted tu 11.·hol.: degre•••·) 
D,D, - Depret111ion of tlit! dew point tem-
perature (with re11pect to W£iter) 
at the tropop11.u11c {~ection 3). 
(Par. B4-12 and Code Table 1G2} 
(NarE: Whf!n th4! de!Jll!Mion i.'I 4.R"C 
or le., it ie reporlrJ to teothll ol a ce-
aree. When t.hr ileprc•ion i1t CLore t11A11 
4.9"C, it ii reported to whole '1tl(•l!f!ll.) 
dd,. True direction in tens of degreP.'i 
(i.e., the hundrec.ls and tens dig~ts 
of the observed direct100 rounded 
off to the nearest 5°} from which 
the wind ia blowing e.t r.he 11peci-
fied level. (Par. B4- 13) 
(Non: The directioa ill actulllly rt:· 
ported to a rl'J10lution tif :,•, ce.• ;1ara· 
sraph 84-13.2.) 
d,.d,.•True direction in teue of Jc~-rees 
(i.e., the hundreds and tens digits 
of the observed direction ; aunded 
off to the neareKt 5°) from ""hicb 
the maximum wind is blowirg at 
the level 1tiven by PmP,,.P"' (~ec­
tion 4). (Par. B-1·-13) 
(NOTS: The direction iii 1.'.clually re-
ported to & reaotution of s~. ·~ par.-
srapb B4-13.Z.) 
dodo= True direction in ten1:1 ')£ degrees 
(i.e., the hundreds 11.nd tens d~git1:1 
o( the observed direction rour;ded 
off to the neare1:1t 5°) from which 
the surface wind is blowing <Sec-
tion 2). (Par. B4--13) 
(Non:: The direcl.ion ill actually ••• 
ported to a reaolut.iuo ur 5", 1te pa. .. 
sraph B4-1a.2.) 
dld,•True direction in ten:1 of degree~ 
(i.e., the hundreds and tens digits 
of the observed direction rounded 
off to the nearest 5°) from w~ich 
the wind is blowing at the tropo-
** REFER TO THE FEDERAL METEOROLOGICAL HANDBOOK No 4 RADIOSONDE CODE 
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p1•u:w 11:\'cl ( i.t'., u.I tlm lrvcl ~i\'f'll 
for PlPlP1) (8ut!liun :4). (P11r. 
li4 la) 
(Non:: Th1i dircrti1111 i11 iu:tually r1~ 
por!.t'li l.o ar. re110lutio11 uC 5°, llt!tt 111i.r•· 
11:rar.ph ll4-13.2.) 
frf =Wind speed in knot!-!, or knots plus 
500, at a specified standard iso-
baric surface (Section 2). (Par. 
B4-14) 
f ,.f .,.f,.,,. Speed of th~ maximum wind in 
knots, or in luiuts plus 500, at the 
level given for P.,.P,.P ... (Section 
4). (Par. B4-14) 
fJJ. =Speed of the surface wind in 
knots, or in knots plus 500 (Sec-
tion 2). (Par. B4-14) 
f,f,fL= Wind speed in knots, or in knots 
plus 500, at the level of the tropo-
pause (i.e., at the level given 
for P,P,P,) (Section 3). (Pn.r. 
B4-14) 
GG =Actual time of ob~crvation to the 
near~t whole hour in GMT (Sec· 
tiun l). (Par. B4-5) 
hhh = Gcopoten tia] in geopoten tial 
meteni, or tens of geupotential 
metcni, of the ~tandard i110baric 
:;urface 11pecified ~w the surface 
indicator (Section 2). (Par. 
B4- 16) 
(NOTE: G1!11po1.t•ntilll hcighu art! re· 
portt!d iH whole rii~potential ml!tt:ra up 
tu hut not i11rludinic thu 500-mh 1urfar.e. 
Gt:opolcntil&I hcil(hta &l't! rllportcd in 
tllniJ of 1eopowntial mt:tcn (i,t!., 1foc· 
nmlltA!n} for the: i.00.-mb 1urfat:ll and 
higher.) 
Id= Indicator :specifying the hundreds 
digit (in PAH.T A) or the tens 
digit (in PART ( :) of the millibar 
value of the IJUO• -;tandard i1:1obaric 
surface! for whlch the wind group 
he reported ,., '4ection 2. (Par. 
B4-U u.nd Cm!• Tu.hie 103) 
Uiii •Index numl.ic1· (8cction 1). (Par. 
H4- 7) 
L.L.1 ... = I.o.titude m ·~! f'l!i, unit11, and tcnth1:1 
of dc1~n.-e11 ~c·ction I). (Par. 
li4 -27) 
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l.,.Lol .. ,L .. = J.011~i t1t1h! in hu111JrP.tl1>, t1·us, 
•111its, uml l.rnlltli of dt•~rc•p,.; {S .. 1·-
t.io11 I). (Par. H4 :.!H) 
MM M = Nutnh<'r of Mnr11cl1·n i;qu:1r1· for 
the :-ihip':-i pu:1itio11 ~lt th1! time 11f 
oh1mrvu.ti11n (St~ction 1 ). (Par. 
H4 30 u.nJ CoJe 1'ablt! HM) 
PP - PrCS8u re in tens of milliba.~. or 
in whole millibars, of the !!pecified 
level (Section 8). (Pars. B5 
2.1 .3 and B5- 2.1.ti.1 and Codi! 
Table 101) 
(NoTE: In PAHT B (i.r.. , up to ir.ml 
including 100 mb) th1.ae presaureH are 
reporU.-d in tt:11& of rnillihan. In PART 
D (i.e., ahovt1 100 mh} they IUI' rcportt>d 
in whole millil11u11.) 
P11Pa = Pre~urc in tens of millibars, or 
whole millibars, at the base of a 
stratum havinK a superadi11.batic 
lapse rate (Section 8). (Par. 
B4-35) 
(Nf)Tt:: Jn PART B (i.e., up to und 
including JOO mb) these prC11111urt!S 11n: 
r1~portl:!d i11 tcna oC millibal'll. I II r A ltT 
D (i.e .• above 100 m!J) they "rl! re-
ported in whole millihe.n.) 
P·rPT= Pressure in tens uf millibnrs, or 
whole millihan!, at the top of a 
stratum havinir: a :;uperadinbutic 
laps" rate (Section 8). (Par 
B4- :J.5) 
(NOTi::: In PART li (i.e., 111• tu urn! 
iucludinR ~00 mb) tlwse prl'11&Urnt1 am 
r1!portL'll in l.llrlll of millibar.rs. In PAllT 
D (t.11r., abov(: 100 mb) thuy art! rupurlc11 
in wholt> millibar11.) 
P1P1 ""Prei;surc in ten::1 of milliba~, or 
whole rniHibani, of Lhc lower Umit 
\with respect to altitude) of the 
::1tratum in Section 8. (Par. B.i 
2.1.:l and Code Tahle IOI) 
(NoTi:: In PAlt'r 8 (1.l' . up to ~nd 
including 100 mb) thcfM• 1>1eMU~'ll 1m 
rcport.00 in tt-1111 o( millihe.TS In ''ART 
D (i.e .. •hove JOO mb) they are rpporteu 
in whol(• millilian1.) 
P3P1 =Pressure in t1•11i,; of millihar:;, nr 






{with r~pccl tu allituJe) or lhe 
~t111t.um in 8.:ct.ion 8. (PtLr. DS-
2.1.3 llnd C:ot.le Tablt! tol) 
(NOTt:: In PAllT B (1 .... , up to and 
iuclutling mo mb) thl:lll pr.-ur~ are 
rrpurtt~d in tu1111 of milliliara. In PART 
D (i.u., l\bovu 100 mb) th·~Y are reporu:d 
in whole millibara.) 
PPP-Pressure in whole millibars, or in 
tenths of a millibar, at the 8ig-
nificant Jevele in Section 5. (Par. 
B4-9) 
(NO'l'I:: In PART B (i e., up to and 
including JOO rnb) thCllC pni11Urea are 
rt!porwd in whole millilun. Jn PART 
D (1.c., above JOO mb) tb1:y are reported 
in tenlba of " millibar.) 
Jl .. P .P. • Pr~ure in ""hole mi1Jibara, or in 
tenth~ of a millibar, of the level 
of maximum wind in Section 4. 
(Par. B-1- 9) 
(Non;: ln PART A (i e., up to and 
inr.luding 100 ml:) theae pnmurea are 
reported in whole rnillibun. In PART 
C (I.e., llhovi: 100 mb) they we reported 
in ttmtha of a millibar.) 
P oP oP o = Pre.'41Su re at the surface in whole 
millib1ut1 (i.e., ~he hur.dreds, tem, 
~d units dig:ite are reported) in 
Seet.ione 2 and 5. (Par. B-i-9) 
P .P .. Po• ExtrapolatP.d burface pfe8!Nre in 
whole millib.~rs (i.e., t.be hun-
dreds, tcnM, and unita digits are 
reported) in Sect.ion 8. (Para. 
84 -9 and BS-2.1.6.2 and Code 
'l'llblc 101) 
P,P,P, "'"Prrn:1sure in whole millibars, or in 
ti•nth1:1 of a millibar, at the level 
1f the t.ropopause (Section 3). 
fPar. B4-9) 
' NOT•;: In PART A (i.e. , up to and 
1n1•h1diuK 100 mb) th«*I prc.uri!9 are 
rl!portt:d in whule milliban. In PART C 
(1.1· , ahovu JOO mb) t.he1 are reported 
in tN1tb1 ol a millibar. ) 
Q. Qu11Jrant of t.he gJohe (Section 1). 
(Par. 84-28 and Code Table 105) 
** T. =Approximate tenths value and 
phaK or minut1 Hign indicator of the 
~•r temperature at the specified 
** ~ee notes, p 2-9 
2-7 
i:mburic Hurface or ~iKni6caut 
level (St'c:tions 2 and 5). (Par 
B4-11 and (;uJe Table 106) 
T .. =-Approximate tenths value und 
plua or minus sign indicator of 
the air temperature at the surf ace 
(Sect.ions 2 and 5). (Par. B4-ll 
and Code Table 106) 
T., ... Approximate tenths value and 
plus or minus sign indicator or t.he 
air temperature at the tropopaU!!e 
(Section 3). (Par. 84-11 and 
Code Table 106) 
'IT- Identifier letters tor the code form 
specify that a report of an up~r­
air aounding from a land station 
follows (Section 1). (Par. B4· 2 
and Code Table 108) 
'IT-Observed temperature of the air 
(i.e., not rounded) in whole de-
grees Celsius at the specified pres-
sure level (Sections 2 and 5 
(Par. 84-10) 
T0 T0 =0bserved temperature •Jf the air 
(i.e., not rounded) in whole de-
grees Celsius at the surface (S.!c-
tions 2 and 5). (Par. B4-JO) 
T,T, :a Observed temperature or the air 
(i.e., not rounded) in whole d1'-
grees Cel11ius nt the tr·Jpopau~ 
(Section 3). (Par. 84-10) 
UU • IdeDtilier letters for the code form 
specify that a report of an upper-
air sounding from a 11hip station 
follows (Section 1 ). (Par B4- 2 
and Code Table 108) 
U1.a •Units figure in the reported lati-
tude. (Section I ) . (Par 84-31 ) 
ULo• Units figure in the repor'.ed lona;i-
tuJP (Sect.ion 1). (Par. 84-32) 
v.v • .: Aheolute value of the vectur d1i-
forence between the maxiniu'11 
wind iu1d t.hP wind blowing u.t 
3,000 feet above the level of the 
maximum wind in knots (Section 
4). (Par. B4-21) 
vi.vi.=AbllOIUtl' value of the vector dif 
ference between the maximum 
wind and the wind blowinK at 
3,000 feet below the level of the 
maximum wind in knots (St'ct1on 
4). (Par. B.t- 20) 
** YY = Dat.y of the month in GMT and 
wind Mµ1•1•1l 1e11it:-1 imltculur t~1·c­
ti1111 I). (Pur. B-t ·J) 
Definitions 11( U11! :1y111h11lic w11rd11 11rn : 
'l'~MP=CnJt! nllllltl. lJentificit a rcpol'l(sl 
u( Ull Uppur-uir l«IUt1Ui11p; or pr1·~ 
11ure, temperature, humidity, uncl 
wind from a luml :ttatiuu. (Pur. 
B4- l.2) 
T~MP SHIP• Code name. Idc•ntifie:> u. rnpurt(i;) 
' of prcmiurt.'t temperature, hu·· 
midity, and wind from a :<hip 
1:1tation. (Par. B4 - l.2) 
SUPER •Symbolic prefix. Jnc.licatur t1pcci-
fying that the boundiu~ 1c ... (·l:t llr 
a !ltrutum having a. supcrnt.liahatic 
lapse rate follow in Srction 8 ltl 
PARTa Band D. (Par. B-t-;15) 
Definition:t o( the ::1yrnbolic fip;urcs (c•r 
figure J(roups) arc: 
<D - Me~gc separation 1Jignul. (Par. 
B4- ati) 
0 =Group indicator figurc for thf, Ad-
dit.io11al l.>itta group ,OP,P1P2P1. 
(Par. B.'l- 2. l.3. l) 
00 = Jndicv.tur fi~u11•:t. Jilentifil·s ~.lr­
fuce dutn l'ruupt1 (i.e., OOP.,PaP., 
T .. 'f ,;r ... JJ .. I.>.,) in Section 5 1r. 
PART B. (Par. 134 X) 
II , 2:!, :J3,} =8i1.cniticu11t lt!Vel indicator num-
etc. IH!t"li in &·ctiou 5 in PAll'l's B auJ 
IJ. (l'ar. IH 2'.?) 
4 = lmJicuLur fil(uru. ldentifif'.'I the 
vc1·ticul wmJ :1hcar d~ta ~;·oup 
(i.e., 4v1.vi.v,.v.) in ~:1•ctiun -l in 
PAUT11 A unJ C. (Par. U4- 19) 
llH=lnJicu.tor ti~ure:; i.J1.•ntifyin~ S~c­
tion 4. 8p1•cifi1·h that the J(tl'atest 
wind :-1p1wd ob:trrv1•d I hrou~hout 
tlw soundin~ occurmd 11t the 
Tt•rtninnt.i11~ l1•Vf'l or I.he> :mllnt.ling. 
(Par. IH· IXJ · 
77=lnJic:1lor fi~un.,.. itltm11fying See-
l ion 4. :ip1•cifk.,., I Im.I u lev<~I of 
maximum winJ occurred within 
the suundin~ in PAU.T A and/ or 
PAHT '' (l'ar. H4 IX) 
XX= ln<licutor lil(Utf':I i<lt•nl if yin~ f::foc-
li11n :J. Hp1•cifi1•:1 I hat trnpopau:;e 
1111.ta follow m PAHT A nml/ or 
J 'A H.T ( ·. ( l'u.r. lH I i) 
!)H ;;<; I uclical ur fil(llrf'• I d1•111 ific~ the 
l'>Urfuc1• clnla .i.11•up.-. (i.1'. , HUP~PuPu 
T wT,;r ... 1 ,,. I>.. J .. 11 .. r .. r .. f .. ) 111 S1•c· 
tiou 2 in PAHT A. <Par. B-t l>I) 
!1!1= lrulimlur fil(Utt~ . lclt·ulifics a !>li ip 
st11ti1111 (i .1· ., muliill' .... tat ion) po:-.i-
t.ion ~roups (i .l'. 1 !HH ... J..J.. 
Q.L .. Lal..,La) in ;:;1•1:1 ion I m 
PARTs A, B, C, anti IJ. (Pur. 
li4- 2U) 
no, Ms, 10,) 




' -Standard 1l!Ubanc surface anchca-
d 10 ' tur::i. Identify the data ~mupi; for o.n the 1000-, ~50-, iUU-, 500-, 401>-, 
:mo.., 2;)0-, 200-, um-, and 100-mh 
standard is11L11ric ,,urfut·~s. rc-
apcetivcly, repurtt!d in Section 2 in 
PAUT A. (Par. B4- 15) 
(NoT•:: Thu indiralor tij(Ufl '11 ur•• the 
h1111Jrc<la unJ tens JiKll!I or th" a1·tual 
millili•r vulu1•s o( thu ~t.1111J11.rd lsol1uru· 
1urf&l:l'fll for whii-h Jaw. arn r l'11ortl'tJ.) 
7'), 50, 30,} 




• -Standard 1sobar1c :mrfo.ce md1ca-
. d oi ' tuni. Identify the data ~rnups for 
a:i ' the 70-, .ill-, 30-, 20-, 10-, i-, ;)-, 
2-8 
3-, 2-, and 1-mb standard isobnric 
surface:i reported in Section 2 in 
PAHT C. (Pnr. 84- 15) 
(NoTE : The inJicator figures arc t1!ns 
anJ unila dll{ita or the! ttrt1111.l 'llllliln&r 
V&IUt!ll o( the 11tanJard iaolJILric 8llfflll'l!ll 
for whii:h Jata 1&re rcporl.t!J .) 
101 ... Indicator figures. ldeutifiei Re-
gional Addition11l Do.ta group::i in 
Section 8 in PARTs B and D. 
(Par. 84-24) 
51:>15 =-Indicator group identifying Sec-
tio'n X. Specifies that data in Re-
gional code form:> follow in 
PART:i Band D. (Par. B4- 2:l) 
77999 • Irnlicu.tor group. H.eµorted in lit>u 
or Sect.ion 4 when 1.1. level of maxi-
mum wind is not ob:>erved in 
PART:s A and/ or C. (Par. 
B4- 34) 
88999 = Indicalor group. RepOl'ted •n lieu 
of St>ction 3 when a tropopau~c i~ 
•int ohi;rrved in PAHTs A anci/or 
( '. (Pur. B4-33 } 
I = Filler fiJ!;u 1 c for the Y Y U(I ~l'ou p 







IY • Add 50 to day of the mat th when wind speed is encoded in knots (U.S. 
encoded in knot&) 
Decoding temperature - ta • if odd number, the temperature is negative, 
plot t 8 as tenths value. 
if even number, the temperature is positive, 
plot ta as tenths value. 
Decoc:ling height - below $COn.b - height is in hundreds, tens and units 
SOOnb and above - height is in thousands, hundreds, and 
tens. 
Decoding dev point depresaicm - plot value without sign. 
4.9 and below is decoded in units and tenths. 
5.0 and above is decoded in whole degrees 
minus So {56 is plotted as 6 ) • 
2-9 
Radiosonde Plot 
70hhh TTT0 DD ddfff 







h h h 
Heiqht• for mandatozy l•T•l• below 500 Mba 
are coded in hundred., ten•, and unit•. 
Heiqht• for 500 Mbs and abOT• are coded in 




































Do Do and D 0 
Depression of 1 Depreaalon of 
Code the dew point Code the dew point 
Figure in degree& Figure in degrees 
Celaiue Celaiue 
00 o.o 40 4.0 
01 0.1 41 u 
02 0.2 42 4.2 
03 0.3 43 4.3 
04 0.4 44 4.4 
05 0.5 45 4.5 
06 0.6 46 4.6 
Oi' 0.7 47 4.7 
08 0.8 48 4.8 
09 0.9 49 4.9 
10 1.0 50 5 
11 l.l 51 
,}Not u...i 12 
l •) 52 ·-13 l.3 53 
14 1.4 54 
15 1.5 55 
16 1.0 56 
I 
6 
17 l .i 57 7 
18 1.8 
19 1.9 
20 2.0 58 8 
21 2.1 59 9 
22 2.2 60 10 
23 2.3 61 11 
24 2.4 70 20 25 2.5 
26 2.6 71 21 










2-11 38 3.8 
39 3.9 
g_ode Part A Part C 
1 100 Mb 10 Mb 
2 150 20 
3 200 30 
4 300 
5 400 so 
6 soo 
7 700 70 
8 850 
9 1000 
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Geo~oten-



































UPPER WIND CODE 
For additional information on this code, 
see Federal Meteorological Handbook No. 






UPPER WIND CODE 
The upper wind code is transni tted in two portions. The first portion 
ccnta:lns data at mid below 100 mbs. The second porticn contains data above 
100 mbs. The upper wind code is similar to the radiosmde code in that it 
also haet mandatory and significian t levels. 
The mandato?'J" levels (at and below 100 mbs) are cC11tained in Part A 
of the first portiai. The mandatory levels are the standard isobaric 
surfaces ot eso, 700, soo, 400, .300, 2;0, 200, l5o, and 100 mbs. 
The mandatory levels (above lOOllbs) are contained in Part C of the 
second portion. These levels are 701 So, .30, 201 10, 1, 5, 3, 2, and 
1 mbs. 
Parts B and D cc:ntain fixed regional levels. \.MO Regic:n IV has 
specified the followiJlg levels as fixed levels. 
Part B fixed levels are l,ooo, 21 0001 J,ooo, 4,ooo, 61 0001 1,000, a,ooo, 91 000, 12,000, 14,ooo, 16,ooo, 20,000, 2s1000, Jo,ooo, 35,ooo, 
and ;o,ooo. 
Part D fixed levels are 70,0001 901 0001 1001 000, 1101 000 1401 000 
and tor every 101 000 toot level upward. 
3-1 
UPPER WIND CODE USED BY UNITED STATES STA· 
TIONS Ii'i NORTH AND CENTRAL A~IERICA (W:.\10 REGION 
IV) AND THE NORTH PACIFIC (WI\10 REGIONV) 
The symbolic form of message used by Land Stations {i.e., PILOT) is: 
PART A Form of ~11 essage 
PPAA YYGGa. i.Iiii 
44nP1P1l 
or ddfff cldtrC d-dfff 
SSnP1P1 . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . 
.UnP1P1l 
or ddf!f ddfff d1lfff 
5SnP1P1 
'17P,..P.,P .. l 
or i d,,.d,..f.,.f .. r ... 
66P.P,.P.j 
or 
18..,H ... H,.H., 
· or 
6H.,H,.H.,.H,., 
PART B 1'' orm of ~I essage 
PPBB '\"YGGB.4 Iii.ii 
9t.u1UtU1 ddctf ddtfr ddCCC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
9taU1U1U1 ddfff dd((f ddff{(D 
3-2 
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(Data up to and includi:ig\ 
(100 mbsl 
[Identification-Position) 
(Section 1 l 





PART C Form of ~\[ cssage 
PPCC YYGGa. nm 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4-fnP,P,l 
or ddfff ddCCC dfti 
SSnP1P1 
17P .. PmP ... I 






0 PART D Form of 1lf e3sage 
PPDD YYGGa, nm 
·~)•.u,u,u, ddtrr ddrrr ddrrr 
. . . . . . . . . . 
0 3-3 
Contents 









(Data n.bove 100 mb11] 
IT deoti6C1\tion-Positioo) 
{Section 11 




The symbolic Corm uf messa.,;e ur:1ed by Ship Stutions (i.e., PILOT SHIP) iH: 
PART A Form of M easage 
QQAA YYGGa. 99L..L.L.. Q.L.LL.Lo MMMUr..ULo 
44nPaP11 
or ddffl dd!ff ddfff 
5SnP1P1 
• • • • • .. • I e e • e • e • e e • • • 
44nP1P11 






1u.umu.u .. 1 
or 
6H.H.H..,H. 
PART B Form of M eaaage 
. . • . . • . . . . etc. 
Conlenlli 




], ......... ,.,...,] 







(Data up to 11nd including! 
(100 mb] 
[l dentification-Poeitiont 
(Section l j 
Only.data for levels up to and lncludJn1 the 100-mb level .shall be reported in PARTt A 
and B. Oaly data for level1J aboYe the 100-mb level ahall be reported in PART• C and D. Data for any 
levels at and below tbe 100-mb level, which are not included in P ART1J A and B. shall not be included 
in PARTa C and D. Thoee data not included in PARTs A &ad B 1hall ~re~ 'Jy meana of a. cor-










l>uc lo cu111111u11ic·uliun arnu1gement11 
thut nu1.y be in cff1wt for a p11rtii-ul1ir ureu, it is noL 
pracliro.blc to spe1·ify predaely the nmouut uf dulu 
or the arrnngement of the niet1eal(c t1hip11 mu.y be 
able to tl'.msmit for eu.ch m~e. N om1ully, 11hipis 
will trnnaniit PART11 A, B, C and D, inHOfar ua 
datu ure u.vailu.ble. Whelher o.11 the PARTs are 
in<'luded in a single me511agc, or the P AH.Ts are 
divided into eevernl medaUgea, will depend on a 
number of fact.on which fluctuate from du.y to day. 
PARTai A and C have firet tranemiuion priority, 
with PARTs Band D havin~ second tranamit111ion 
priority. Volunteer ahiJ>I are not ueually equipped 
to tuke upper wind obaervations; however, if 
those i;o equipped de encounter operational diffi-
cultiea in transmitting ull four PARTa of the 
upper wind report to the coutal rudio station, only 
PARTs A and C will be tru.nsmitt.ed (i.e., PARTa 
B nnd D mny be omitted) . 
2 Definition& of Symbole 
Symbolic lettel'B (or groupe of lctterH) und 
wordti (or letter groupa) are liaited below in alpha-
beticul order. Symbolic fip;ureai (or figure groups) 
11re given in numerical order. Detailed explanations 
and coding procedures for eo.ch element are given 
in Chapter B4 (Coding Individual Elements and 
Groupai). 
DetinitioNI of the symbolic letterai ure : 
AA =Identifier lett.el'll for the PART of 
11 code form 11pecily that PART A 
of un upper wind report from 
either a land or ship elation 
follows (Section 1). (Par. B4- 3 
and Code Table l ) 
14 = Indicator specif ylng the types of 
wind meMuring equipment uaed. 
(Par. B4- 6 and Code Table 2) 
BB .. Identifier letten for the PART ol 
a code form specily that PART B 
of an upper wind report from 
either a land or ship atation foUowe 
(Section I ). (Par. B4- 3 and Code 
Table 1) 
CC - Identifier lett.era for the PART of 
a code form tipecify that PART C 
of an upper wind report from 
either u. land or ehip station 
followt1 (Section I). (Par. B4-3 
and Code Table 1) 
DD• Identifier letten for the PART of 
111·ode form epecify that PART D 
of an upper wind report from 
A Hi 
either a land or ship .'ltaliw1 
follow1t (Hectiun I). (P1Lr. B4 3 
11.111.l C:mJc T11ble l) 
dd •True direction in tcnll of degtt•eil 
(i.e., the hundrcd11 11.nd tents 
digits of the obllerved direction 
rounded off to the nearest 5°) 
from which the wind i!I blowing 
nt the specified stu.ndu.rd i.sob11rii~ 
surfar.e, fixed Regional level or 
eignificant level. (P11r. 84-11) 
(NoT11:.-The direction ii actually re-
ported to • retolution ol 5 desree•, 11ee 
paraaraph 84-11.4.) 
dmdm =-True direction in tens of cJc1o1ree11 
(i.e., the hundreds and tens digitl:i 
of the observed direction rounded 
off to the nearest 5°) from which 
the Maximum Wind is blowing 
at the level given by H,..H..,HmH"' 
of P mP mP n•· (Par. 84- 11) 
(NOTl:.-Tbe direction ii actually r~ 
ported to a reaolution ol ~ degrees, aee 
paraarapb Bf-I IA.) 
fff • Wind epeed in knots, or knots 
plua 500, at the 1:1pecified standurd 
isobaric surface, fixed Regioual 
level, or aignificnnt levd. (P11r 
B4- 12) 
f ... imf,,. •Speed of the m11ximum wind in 
knots, or knota plus 500, a l the 
level given by HmH,,.HmHn. ur 
Pn,P ... P,,.. (Par. B4- 12) 
GG •Actual time of obeervation to the 
neareat whole hour in G~IT 
(Par. B4- 5) 
H ... H ... H,,.Hm•Altitude of the level of the 
maximum wind, expreailed in 
increments of 30 feet. (Par. B4-
16) 
lliii •Index number. ( Po.r. B4- 7) 
L.L.L. •Latitude in tens, unit.a and tenths 
of degreea. (Par. 84- 25) 
L,,L..LoL.. •Longitude in hundreds, ten1i, units 
and tenths of degrees. (Par. 
B4-27) 
MMM :sNumber of Marsden square uf 
the ebip'11 position u.t the time of 
observation. (Par. B4- 28 11nd 
Code T11.ble 4) 
Refer to FEDERAL METEOROLOGICAL HANDBOOK No. 6 UPPER WIND CODE 
3-5 
n - Number of consecutive standard 
ieoburic surfacea for which wind 
data are reported starting with 
the au.rfoce specified by PaPa. 
{Par. !14-9) 
PP• Identifier let.tera for the code form 
specify that an Upper Wind Re-
port frmn a land station follows. 
(Par. B4-2 and Code Table 1) 
I'1P1 -Indicator for the pre111ure of the 
lowest 11tandard isobaric surf ace, 
with reupect to altitude, for which 
wind data are reported. (Par. 
B4-10) 
(Non: -In PART A (i.e., up to 
and incl11din1 100 mb) thete pre. 
•ures are reported in unitli of 10 mb. 
In PARr C (i.e., above 100 mb) 
thttY are -.ported in whole milllban.) 
P .I> ,.,P"' '""Preaaun1 at the level of the maxi-
mum wind. (Par. B4-14) 
(NOTZ.-ln PART A (i.e., up t.o and 
b>!ludin1 100 mb) thme ~ are 
re;>orted Jl whole milliban. In PART 
0 (i.e., ab JYe 100 mb), they are reported 
O!I tent.hi 1r a millibar.) 
QQ ""' Identifier letters for the code form 
spt!Cify that an Upper Wind Re-
purt from a ship stat.ion follows. 
(Pur. B4-2 1U1d Code Table 1) 
Qc =Qu&arant. of the globe. (Par. 
Bt-26 aud Code Table 3) 
t,. -Tens diKit of the o.ltitude, ex-
p1esaed in increments of 1000 feet, 
which ap pliea to the data groups 
following. (Par. B4-22) 
ua-= Units digit of the altitude, ex-
preli!led in increments of 1000 feet, 
nrt.ach appliea to the first data 
group following. (Par. B4-23) 
u, • Uuite digit of the altitude, ex-
pressed in increments of 1000 feet, 
which applies to the second data 
group following. (Par. B4-23) 
u.-Unita digit of the altitude, ex-
pressed in increments of 1000 feet, 
which u.ppliea to the third data 
group following. (Par. B4-23} 
U La - Units figure in the reported 
latitude. (Par. B4-29) 
U i.. =-Uni ts figure in the reported 
longitude. {Par. B4- 30) 
v.v. a Absolute value of the vector 
difference between the mu.ximum 
wind and the wind blowing at 
3000 feet above the level of the 
maximum wind, in knots. (Par. 
B4-17) 
vb Vb --Abeolute value of the vector 
difference between the maximum 
wind and the wind blowing 11t 
3000 feet below the level of the 
mmmum wind, in knots. (Par. 
84- 18) 
YY -Day of the month in GMT 11nd 
wind speed unit indicator. (Par. 
B4-4) 
Definitions of the symbolic words ure : 
PILOT •Code name. Refers to an Upper 
Wind Report from a land station. 
(Po.r. B4-1.2) 
PILOT SHIP - Code name. Ref ere to an Upper 
Wind Report from a ship stution. 
(Par. B4-1.2) 
3-6 
Definitions of the symbolic figures (or 
figure groups) are: 
I - Indicator figure identifying Sec-
tion 4. Specifies that the fixed 
Regional levels and eignifican t 
levels occurred at and above 
100,000 feet and that the altitudes 
are reported in increments of 1000 
feet. (Par. B4-21) 
4 •Indicator figure. Identifies the 
vertical wind shear dat.a group 
{i.e., 4vbvbv.v.) in Section 3. 
(Par. 84-17) 
6 m Indicator figure identifying Sec-
tion 3. Specifies that the greatest 
wind speed observed throughout 
the entire sounding occurred at 
the terminating level of the 
sounding and that ite altitude ie 
reported in geopotential feet. 
(Par. 84- 15) 
7 -Indicator figure identifying Sec-
tion .'t Specifiea that the maxi-
mum wind occurred within the 
sounding &nd that its altitude ia 
reported in geopotentiaJ feet. 
(Par. B4-15) 
9 - Indicator figure identifying Sec-
tion 4. Specifies that the fixed 
Regional levela and :significant 




and that the altitudee !lre reported 
in increments of 1000 feet. (Par. 
B4-21) 
H • Indicator figures identifying Sec-
tion 2. Specifie11 that the standard 
isobaric surfaces were located by 
use of pre!l.llure equipment. (Par. 
B4-8) 
55 =Indicator figures identifying Sec-
tion 2. Specifies that preasure 
equipment was not available and 
that the wind data &re being 
reported at. altitudes approximat-
ing the standard isobaric aurf acea. 
(Par. B4-8) 
66 •Indicator figures identifying Sec-
tion 3. Specifies that the greatest 
wind speed obaerved throughout 
the entire sounding occurred at 
the terminating level of the 
sounding and that its altitude was 
3- 7 
located by use of pre~ure equip-
ment. (Par. B-!- 13) 
77 - Indicato.~ figures identifying Sec-
tion 3. Bpecifiee that Lhe maxi-
mum wind occurred within the 
sounding and that its altitude waa 
located hy use of pre11Surc equip-
ment, (Par. B4- 13) 
9~ .. Indicato~· figures. Identifies the 
geograptic position groups ( i.e. , 
OOL.L.L., Q,L.L.L.L.) in Sec-
tion 1 •>f a ship station (i.e., 
r&iobile statiun) report. (Par. 
B4- 24) 
77999 ""Indicato1• group. Reported 111 lieu 
of Sectio.1 3 when a level of maxi-
mum wind is not observed. 
<Far. B4-19) 
CD - Message separation signal. 1 Par. 
B4- 20) 
,' ~Solidus. Indicates missing datum. 
Pibal Plot 
ff"' 





















(obs<S:-vations f::cm all U.5. st~tions) 
!'$ f : NA V AI R 5 0 -1 D- 1 (FM H -1 E) 
NUQ1 SA2 16553 20SCT E40ol:N 12oovc• 6F5 2516 /567 /518 
/00009 /02710 / 1200VC V BKN11 
1. T!l~es ls-:-:';r s~a-:ion id=n-::.f::.rr. USN sta~ions s~a.:t with 
"N" (i.s. N ) 
2. Type of ob~efvat:'...on: 
~A: Rou":ine hourly. 
SP: so: c:..al observa":io::. 
~s· Ro·u·~"c nourly m~-·~"t ~~oc1·a1 cr;~ - -~a .;\, • . --j,·- ~ ,.~-~ .. - - - --'"'"~ ....... 
3. Ac'tual -:.~111.r: o= oose::va-::.01 G1' ) • 
4. ~ky c<Jvr::- and c:;.li!;.g informatioIJ •. Heigh":., (ilqnd=:ds _ o~ 
~~e~) ~nj summ~-:.:.on amou~~, ~~dica~ing ccv~r ~~ =~oor~ea 
k~~f: -:o i~clude lo~s= laye::s in to-:.al a~oun-:. cs~~- table 
c:ili~a dssigna-:.ors: 
E: ES-+: i mated. 
l1: ~ea~ U!:' ed. 
i: Ind:zini-: = (usually used cx;ly for surf3.ce based 
~o~al cb3cura~:..o~ of sk~. 
5. su=face p!':vail:..ng visibility (sta-:u-:: mi.lest and 'l~ath<S:: 
and/or obstruc~ions tc vision (sc:e ~~ol: 4.2 • 
6. S:a 1-;v'=l orsssure to n :;ares"t t en-:h :)f ~ :n:.. liba.: ('t~:::is, 
u~i~s and ~~n-:hs). 
7. S~rfac? -:empera~urs :..c deqre~s Fahr;:::ihai~. 
8. D~.,-oo:.::it ~emoeratur~ i~ asgre.:s Fah=:=ihsit. 
9 . :iind~, DDFF, • wher-; DD = w:..Z.d dirsc-:io~ -:o ::l:ar:s"t t~:! 
d~qre'=s with rsspsc~ to ~=ue no=th a~d FF = w:..~d sgeed to 
n~a=es't !t not. GFF er ~FF = gus"t ::r squal_ S?-'=d !.r. 
k::iots. 
10. Al"tim~~~r se-:-:!ng -:o neares~ hundred"th of an !nch 
(mc:rcury), ~:;ns a:id decimal point om!tt:d. 
R:marks.: Any sig::ii:ican-: -:v~nts not ::spo=-c:i aa=li:= 11. 
(see ~aole 4.3 and 4.4). 
4-1 
Sky_ Cover COntractian 
SUlllnation Anount 
of ~Cover 
l/10 to less than 
10/10 surface-~ 
obscuring PL '"" 
10/10 surface-based 
obscuring pt~"""'""'IOI 
Trace thru 5/10, 
half or m:ire thin 
"" - - - - - - - - - -
Trace thru 5/10, 
ncre than half 
opaque 
t- - - - - - - - - - -I 
6/10 thru less than 
10/10, .half or 
more thin 
6/10 th~ less t.~ 
10/10, nore than 
half opaque 
10/10, half or rrore 
thin 
10/10, nore than 
half opaque 
CCntractiat Rerark:s 
No height assigned this o:n:lition. 
-X Vertical visibility is not can-
pletely restricted. 
Always preceded by a vertical visi-
X bility (height) value. Height value 
preo3di.ng this contractim is 
normtlly prefixed with the ceiling 
designator w. 
CLR '!bis contraction is not used in 
a:rrbination with any other. 
-srr 
~ - - - - - - - - - • Height values preceding these con-
tractions are never designated as 
srl' ceiling layers. A trace of obscur-
ing phenc:rrena aloft is not rei:ort-




Height value preceding this con-
tractial is prefixed wit.h a ceil-
ing designator (M or E) , pro-
vided a la..ier ceiling layer is not 
present. 
Height value preceding this con-
traction is never designated as a 
ceiling laye.r. 
Height value prec:ailng this con-
tract.ioo is pref i.xed with a ceiling 
designator, (M or E) , provided a 
l.C"..ier broken ceiling layer' is not 
present. This contractioo is used 
in canbinaticn with~ overcast 
layers only ·.-'hen such layers are 







Airways Symbols for Weather and Obstructions to Vis.ion 
WEATHER 
Tornadic Activity TORNADO 
WATERSPOUT 
FUNNEL CLOUD 











Ice Pel lets 





OBSTRUCTIONS TO · VISION 
Fog F Haze 
Ground tO({ GF Smoke 
Ice Fog IF Dust 
Blowing Snow BS Blowing Dust 






















TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD, or WATERSPOUT 
Thunderstor111 
Liquid precipitation, in order Lf decreasing intensity 
Freezing precipitation, in order of decreasing intensity 
Frozen precipitation, in order of decreasing intensity 
Obstructions to vision, in order of decre~sing predominance , if 
discernible 
2. Ob&tructions to vision are reported in Column 5 only when the prevailing 
visibility is less than 7 ~iles and the obstruction to vision is occurring at 
the station. If the visibility is reduced to less than 1 miles by obscuring 
phenomena not at the station, report the phenomena in Remarks. Note that 
intensity symbols are not used with obstructions to vision. 
Precipitati~n Intensity Symbols 
Intensity Symbol Intensity Symbol 
Heavy + Licht -
Moderate 
NOTES: 
l:""'No intensity is assigned tn llai l or Ice Crystals. 
2. Some civil weather reports r.i;1y also contain the intensity symbol 




Atrw1~s R,111arks Slgnf ftcant to Air Traffic Control 
0 
A B - ------. 
When condttton observed Is~ Then enter: 
1. •• Breaks or an area tbsent of clouds le a ·oRKs• and direction from station; e.q., BRKS N, layer, below J ,000 feet, wf1i~h covers at BRKS OVR lt1R. O.it the reiaark ff bruks are In 
le1st 6/10 ~ut less than 10/10 of the sky al 1 quadrants. 
b. V1rlable ceif i nq netght below l,000 feet · c1G• followed b) extremes of varlabllltv (lowest, 
•v•, and highest ; e.q., CIG 15V20, CIG 26VJl. 
c. Vartable sky condit ion ( Jurl nq raH 15 Sky condltl°" at time of observation, •v• , and 
minutes) below J,000 feet the condttton to wflich It varied during the period 
of observation; e.g., OVC V Bl:.~. BKN V SCT . When 
necassary to distinguish between ColU11111 J ~ntries, 
include the layer's hefqht ; e.g., 18 SCT v DKN • 
. -·---d. Ctlltng or s~y condition at a distance Description and location• e.q. , CIG LWR OVR CITY, 
di ffertng from th.!. t at the s ~at ton LWR CLOS W APCHG STll, C!.D BASES OBSCG !1TNS II. 
•• Cumulontl!Cus (for which no thundftrsto1111 "Ce•, distance from station (if known), location, ts beinq reoorted) and movement (if known); e.q., CB 205 ~VG NE, 
CB OVHO f't)VG E. 
f . Cumulonilllbus Ma11ma (with or without a Same as CUt11Ulonlmbus, exceot add "HAH", e.g. , 
thu11derstorm l CBHAH lOW f't)VG SE. 
g. Towering Cu1111lus "TCU", distance ( If known), and direction from 
Statton; e.q., TCU NE . TCU zssw. 
h. Standing len:tcular or rntor clouds Description and d1rectton f~ station~ e.g., ACSL 
SW·W, APRflT P.'lTOR Cl.OS S, CCSL OVR MT!IS S. 
t. Alto:ur.ulus C~s~ei lanus 
I •AcCAS", and Jirectlon frc~ station; e.g. , ACCAS SE, ACCAS 01R ..qNS SW-~. 
j. Vertical er inclined tra ls of preclp- i "VIRG.:." and dir'ection from station + e.9., VIRGA I tat Ion tl\at cro ~t .. r:ach tnt surface i NW. z. a. Prevaili11q v1slbii ity le~s than 3 miles "'ISBY", followed by extremes of variablllty-{lowest, 
va'7ing by 0111! or P!Or~ repartable values "V" • .tnd highest) ; e .g., 'ISBY l/4V1/2. 
b. Sector VlSil:i ! l C'/ le~s than J miles I "'/S:IY", sector identHlcation, and vislbt li ty in 
differing i~ rrevai!ing v1!ib1lity the So!Ctor(s); e.I) .. VSBY rl2, VSllY ff.12 Sl/2. 
ldenti'y the observation point If it differs from 
0 
that for which prevailing visibility ts reported; 
e.g . , TWR VSBY 113/4. 
c. Prevailing vrs1.)i rity of 4 miles or Location from which observation was made, "VSBY", 
less, and a dfff~rent or!v~iling visibility and vtsibllfty value; e.g. , TWR VSBY 2 l/Z. 
ts rel)Orted from a lo; ation other than the 
offfctal observatior. ~ite -· 3. a. Tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout in Descr1pt1on, time of be9lnnln9 (see llotel. distance 
progress (if know~l . direction from station, and direction 
of mover.ient (or M':IV!1T UNKll); e.q., TORNADO :IE 110VG 
N, FUNNEL CLOUD D20 5 l10VMT UllKN. 
b. Tornado, funr~ 1 .: 1 GUd or wa urspou t Description, time of ending or beginning and ending 
having ended or disao~eared {see Note), and direction of movement: e .q., 
TO~NAOO ~_,,ID N, FUNNEL CLOUD B16E19 NW OISPTO. -
c:. Tornado, *'unnel cloud or '11aterioout Source (or "UNCONFlRHED· ), descriotion , locat , .Jn, 
reported bv on o~tsldc source within one d1r1ction of movement (or "~VKT UtlKll"I , and trne 
nour of Its occurrence and has not been of observation : e. q •• Si ATE POUCE TORtlAOO lSW 
observed at the station or previously 
reoorted by another source 
BLY fol>VG N 1608, PlLOT TORtlAOO lOS "'VKT UflKff 
d. Thunderstonn fn pro9ress •t•, time of beginninl) (see Note), distance from 
station {ff known), direction from station, and 
direction of movement (If known); e.9., T OVHD 
l«>VG SE, TBOl SW HOVG NE. . 
e. Thunderstorm ending ·r•, ttm~ of ending~,. beginning and ending (see 
Note), and direction of 1110vement; e.g •• T t'.OVD SE, 






lllc!n condition observed Is: Then enter: 
3. f . Ltqhtnfnq FreQUencv ("FQr- or "'lCPll "), 'voe, and direction 
frDlll station: e.g., llCNL LTGC•:CG N. FQT LTGCAIC 
SW-NW. Ofrectlon mav be omit:ed ff the same as 
T or CB/CBKAH remtrk. 
g. Hatl "A" and time of bel)fnnfnq, erullng, or beqtnninq 
1nd endtnq (Sl!e Note): "HlSTO'' and diameter {in 
fnch~s of the larqest stone; :.o., Ht.STO l, AB 
13£14 HLSTO 1/4. 
1--~~-~-~------~-----+---~---------·-------------~ h. Intermittent precipitation occurrinq at 
observ1t ton ti111t 
"lNTHT", typ1. and Intensity; e.g., IMTHT R-. 
-----------------------+·--· - -. - · .. - ·- ---------·"" t. Precinitation Yarvfnq In fntensitv durinq Type and intentltv for condit ion at time of obser· 
the oerlod of observ1tion vation, "OCM.Y", ar.d type and intl!ns•ty to which 
ft varied during the per-iod of observation: e . q .• 
R- OC'll.Y R, SW OC!ILY SW-. 
J. Prectoltatlnn at a distance from (but not Tvot and intensilv (er ·u· ff unknown), and dir~-
atJ the station tton from statton ; e .CJ. ; RWU SW, SW OVR HTNS ri. ----------------------..... ----~ k. Shallow qround fog (less than 6 fe1t In Description and ~~oro)lmate d1oth, in feet; e.~ .• 
depth) or ~nown foq deoth SHLW GFDEP 4, FOEP 40, GFDEP 10. 
1. Ori ftinq snow (heiqht less than 6 feet; "DRFTG Stlll" 
no blowlnq snow reoorted} 
•· Dust devils "DUST DEVILS" and direction from station ~ e.o., 
DUST DEVlLS SW AllO W. -
11. Obscurfnq ohenD111ena at a distance from Oescrlotlon and direct ion frc.11 station; e . q., F 
(hut not at) the station BANK NE-SE. 
4. a. Wind direction varyinq by 60° or more "WNO" followed by utretnes of variability, entered 
during the oerlod of observation, with wind i n clockwise order and seoarned bv a "V", e.o. , 
soeed of 7 knots or more WNO 27VJ4 . · 
-b-.--Ha_g_n_e_t_1c:_w_in_d_d_1r_e_c_t_fo_n_(-at_l_oc:_a_t_i_on_s ___ Us_i_n_q_s_y_r.ib_ol-ic fonn "Hf.Gdd" ("dd"awind direction 
dhsetilnatlng observations locallv and In tens of deqrees); e.g., l'flG16. 
lonqlfne by Teletv11e. usfno a si ngle taoe) 
!!2tt: Air Force 
If the Initial soecial observation taken for the beoi nn1n9 and/or ~ndin9 of tornadic activity, 
thunderston11, or hail was not transmi ! ted on lonqllne Teletv~. iqclud~ the ti~ c f beoinnlnq (Bl 
and/or endinq (E) with the current (mn~t r~crnt ) remark In the ~e~t SP. RS, or SA observation wni ch 
ts trans~itted lonoline. Enter the indicator Band/ or E and t~e aopropr1ate time(s) hnned latel y 
followfnq the nhenomena reoorted; e.g., TS35 MOYD E AB37E39 HLS70 1/4. These Bard/or E times are 
entered for lonqlfne transmission only. 
NaY)' 
These re111arlts will bt entered In the initial SP/RS observatio~ taken For the beoinnin9 and/or 
ending unless the observation is not transmitted on lonqlfne teletyoe. ! f the i nitial SP/ RS obser· 
vatlon Is not transmitted on lonqline teletvPe the reiaark will not be entered tn that observat ion 
but will be entered in the next SP,RS ur SA observation that Is transrnittfd lonot · ne teletype. 
Table 4.3 (CONT) 
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A 5 ~avs Re111arks Sfqnlflcant to Heteoroloqlsts 
A 
111\en condttlon observed is: 
1. I , ObscurlnQ ohen:>Jlll!na aloft 
2. •• Snow deoth incre1se of one inch or more tn the oas t hour 
b. Wet snow (snow 
a110unt of liquid) 
that cont•lns a great 
J. ai. Pressure risinq or falllnq at a rate of 
0.06 lncil Hq oer hour or more. totalllnq a 
cilancie of 0.02 inch Hq or more, at the time 
of observation 
b. Pressure unsteady, as shown by sharo 
baroqram trouohs and crests that deoart 
frDlll the mean trend bv at least 0.03 Inch Hq 
c. Bar011ram "V". (See Note b~low and see 
Chaoter 8). Recorded on the next Record 
obser1at1on only 
•• a. Wfnd shift 
-
b. Recorded wind soeed havinq exceeded ZS 
knots since the last Record observation and 
this soeed ~as not Included in the bodv of 
i Special observation transmitted on long-
line Teletyoe 
s. ii. Auro~e observed In the cast hour at 
~t.atlons no.-th of 45° North latitude 
!!2!t: Al,. Force 
Onlv stations usinq the barograoh as the 
primary pressure instrument may carry a Barogram 
"V" retU rte • 
8 
Then enter: 
Tvve, height, and corresoondlng skv cover $ymbol 
(as reoorted In Col11111n 3); e .q., KIO SCT. 
"SNOINCR" and the amount of Increase In snow 
deoth, In inches, in the next Record obser1atlon; 
e.q., SNOINCR 2. 
•wET SNW". 
"PRESRR" or "PRESFR" as apnroorlate. 
•PRES UNSTDY" . 
"LOWEST PRES", the lowest sea level oressure In 
tens, uni ts, and tenth~ of a ~•lllbar, and the 
time of occurrence• e.q., LOWEST PRES 631 2345. 
•WSJtFT" and time of beginning; followed bv "FRIJllA" 
ff reasonably certain the shift was the result of 
a frontal oassaqe; e.q., WS~FT JO, WSHFT 23 FROPA. 
tf the Initial entrv ls not transmitted on l on~-
line Teletyoe, enter the remark In the next obser-
vatlon which Is transmitted longllne. 
"PK WNO", the direction and time of ilccurrence 
(in minutes) In the next Record observation fol· 
lowlnq Its occurrence; e.g., PK ·.irm 2728/03. ! f 
the speed occurred more than once, encoce the 
first occurrence only. Om! t the remark i f the 
speed Is included In the body of th!~ Re~ord 
observation. 
"AURBO" in the next Record observnion (to i nclude 
oertod of occurrence. 










Used by USN bases in the United States and its territories 
NAVOCEANCOM INSTRUCTION 3143.lC 
From: Commander Naval Oceanography Command 
Subj: Aviation Terminal Forecast Codes CPLATF and TAF) 
Ref: (a) NAVACR 50-lP-11 (NOTAL) 
(b) AWSR 105-24 (NOTAL) 
(c) AWSR 105-2, Volume 1 (Series) (NOTAL) 
Encl: (1) Coding Instructions for the PLATF 
(2) List of Exceptions to Coding Instructions for the TAF 
1. Purpose. To prorrulgate information on the use and coding of 
the Plain Language Terminal Forecast Code {PLATF) and the 
Aerodrome Forecast (TAF). 
2. Cancellation. DIRNAVOCEANMET Instruction 3143.lB. 
3. Background. .Most countries outside WMO Region IV have 
adopted the METAR (F~t 15-V) and TAF (FM 51-V) codes. The METAR 
and TAF codes are contained in references (a) and ( b). Air 
Weather Servic~ units have adopted a modified version of the TAF 
code which is contained in the latest edition of reference (b). 
The PLATF code will continue to be used by Naval Oceanography 
Command and Marine Corps weather activities within CONUS, Hawaii 
and Alaska. Because of the similarity of the PLATF code and an 
aviation observation, with which pilots are familiar, the PLATF 
can be used as a ready tool in pilot briefings. The PLATF is also 
similar co the National Weather Service Airways Forecast 
(terminal) code which is used extensively for pilot briefing in 
CONUS. 
4. Action. Naval Oceanography Command and Marine Corps units 
transmitting data via longline on international (non-DOD) 
circuitry or non-COMEDS type AWN terminals shall adopt the TAF 
code (FM 51-V) as ammended by enclosure (2). Naval Oceanography 
Command and Marine Corps units transmitting over COMEDS type 
terminals will use the PLATF code. All terminal forecasts will 
have a valid period of 24-hours and will be filed at six hour 
intervals as follows: 
a. PLATFs will be intermediate hour forecasts (i.e., 03, 09, 
15, 21Z). 
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b. TAFs will be main hour forecasts (i.e., 00, 06, 12, L8Z). 
c. File time of all terminal forecasts will be on-the-hour 
of valid time in accordance with reference (c ). Units util~zing 
the PLATF wi ll follow coding criteria and guidance contained in 
enclosure (1). TAF coding instructions are contained in refe~ence 
(a), with exceptions listed in enclosure (2). 
5. Concurrence. This instruction has the concurrence of the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps. Marine Corps Environmental 
Activities shall take those actions prescribed in this instruc-
tion which are not contradictory to specifically expressed 






CODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAIN LANGUAGE TERMINAL FORECAST (PLATF) 
Enclosure (1) to NAVOCEANCOM INSTRUCTION 3143.lC 
PLATF Formac: G1G1G2G2 hsh5 N5 VVww ddff (Plain Language} QNH 
These instructions apply to the Plain Language Terminal Forecast 
(PLATF) code currently used by th~ Naval Oceanographic and 
Meteorological Support System (NOMSS) in the United States. The 
form and content of the code have been designed to include th~ 
necessary meteorological information for the safe operation and 
flight planning of aircraft landing and taking off at an air 
base. The code is based on the National Weather Service AVIATION 
FORECAST (TERMINAL) code and generally employs the same abbrevi-
ations and form used in the airways hourly observation code to be 
found in the Federal Meteorological Handbook Number 1 (FMH-lB), 
Surface Observations. 
a. Heights Ch h ). The heights of cloud bases will be 
indicated in hundr~cfs of feet above the ground. Between the 
surface and 5,000 feet, heights will be expressed co the nearest 
100 feet; from 5,000 to 25,000 feet in 1,000 feet intervals; and 
intervals of 5,000 feet above 25,000 feet. 
( 1} The cloud height indicator entered in the PLATF 
format will be in accordance with the following: a single figure 
wi 11 be used for heights of 100 to 900 feet, e.g., 1. for 100 
feet, 9 for 900 feet; a two-figure group will be entered for 
heights of 1,000 to 9,000 feet, e.g., 10 for 1,000, 90 for 9,000 
feet; and a three-figure group will be entered for heights of 
10,000 feet and above, e.g., 100 for 10,000 feet, 200 for 20,000 
feet, 250 for 25,000 feet, etc. 
( 2) The heights of cloud bases and cloud layers wi 11 
include surf ace-based obscuring phenomena such as heavy snow, 
smoke, or fog which are expected to restrict the vertical 
visibility to less than the height of the base of the lowest 
cloud layer. (Refer to FMH-lB on reporting of obscured sky.} 
b. Sky Cover (Ns). Cloud layers will be written in ascending 
order of height separated by a space (scattered 1/10-5/10) 
(broken 6/10-9/10) and (overcast 10/10). All units will use plain 
language abbreviations (CLR, SCT, BKN, OVC}. A space will 
separate the height of the cloud and the appropriate cloud layer 
abbreviation. A surface-based obscuring phenomPna such as snow, 
smoke, or fog, that is expected to reduce the v~rtical vi~:~ility 
to less than the height of the lowest layer of cloud will be 
indicated by the symbols X or -X. A space will not be used to 
separate the height of the obscuring phenomena and the appro-
priate symbol. The height will be the forecast vertical visibil-
ity; e.g., SX1/4S+. 
* See Chapter 1 of NAVOCEANCOMINST 3140.lF for definition. 
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( 1} The term variable ( V) will be used in the RE:-IARKS 
section when tw-o or more cloud conditions are expected alter-
nately. The predominant cloud cover condition will be included ~n 
the main text and the variable condition listed in the REMARKS. 
Example: PLATF 0909 8 BKN 50 ave 3R-F 1810 BKN V OVC 
QNH 30.01 
12Z 5Xl/2S 3215 QNH 30.02 
This forecast is for a predominant ceiling of 800 feet 
broken but variable at times to overcast, with the,sky 
condition expected to become obscured at 500 feet in 
snow after 1200Z. 
c. Ceiling. The base of the lowest layer of clouds forecast 
to have more than five-tenths coverage will constitute the 
ceiling. Where two or more layers of scattered clouds are 
for~~ast even though their cumulative amount is ten- t enths, the 
s ky wil l be considered as scattered. The rule of summation used 
in Airways observations will not apply. The "C" identifier for 
c eiling will not be used. 
0 
d . Visibility (VV). The prevailing visibility will follow 
the cloud cover group and will be forecast to the nearest n 
re;pcrtal::le value in miles or fractions of miles as listed i n ' 
table A3-2, FMH-lB. A range of visibility will be described in ~· 
the REMARKS section. 
Example: PLATF 1515 8 ave 2R-F 1210 QNH 30.00 
17Z 5 ave 3/4R-F 1815 VSBY 1/2Vl 
QNH 29.99 
The visibility is forecast to be 2 miles in light rain 
and fog decreasing to 3/4 mile after 1700Z. During this 
latter period the visibility is forecast to be variable 
between 1/2 and 1 mile. 
e. Weather and Obstructions to Vision. Standard letters, 
symbols, or abbreviations contained in FMH-lB will be used to 
indicate the state of weather or obstructions to vision and will 
follow the visibility figure without a space. Intensities will be 
denoted by a plus sign ( +) for heavy, and mi nus sign (-) for 
light. Thunderstorms will be carried as "T". If the visibility is 
forecast to be six miles or less, a state of weather or 
obstruction to vision must be included. 
f. Surface Wind. The surface wind group will follow the 
terms for weather and obstructions to visibility and will be 
forecast when the wind is expected to be five knots or more . If 
the wind is forecast to be less than five knots, :.he abbreviation ) 





from the previous group. The wind will be reported in the 
direction from which the uind i s blowing measured ciockwise from 
true north. Speed is forecast in knots. Wind direction will be 
written in degrees to the nearest ten degree increment. Wind 
gusts will he identified by the letter "G" following the wind 
speed. 
Example: 2315G30 
g. Remarks. Meteorological conditions considered to be of 
importance and not adequately covered in the general group will 
be carried in the remarks !:>ect :~ on using authorized contractions. 
Modifying remarks will normally apply to visibility, sky cover, 
or winds. The following terms may apply in defining changeable 
weather conditions. 
(1) OCCASIONAL (OCNL). This term is used to modify a 
general condition with temporary changes occuring no more than 
once or twice during th~ forecast period to which the general 
condition applies and lasting c~nsiderably less than one-half the 
total time. 
Example: PLATF 1515 3) BKN 15 3215 OCNL 12 BKN 3SW-
QNH 30.02 
The general forecast is for a ceiling of 3, 000 feet 
broken and visibility 15 miles, but once or twice during the 
forecast period light snov1 showers are forecast to lower the 
ceiling to 1,200 feet and raduc~ the visibility to 3 miles. These 
conditions are expected co last considerably less than one-half 
the total time. 
(2) TEMPORARY {TEMP). The term TEMP is used to modify 
the general forecast condition when changes are expected to occur 
more than once during the forecast period with each instance 
lasting for less than cr.e hour, and not occurring for more than 
half of the forecast period. 
Example: PLATF 1515 25 OVC 5R-F 1810 TEMP 15 OVC 3R-F 
QNH 30.02 
The general forecast is for a ceiling of 2, 500 feet 
overcast with visibility S miles in light rain and fog, 
but the ceiling and visibility are expected to lower to 
1, 500 overcast and 3 'lliles in light rain and fog for 
temporary periods more . ·!an once or twice during the 
forecast period. 
(3) VICINI~Y (VCNTY). This term refers to air mass type 
weather, such as showers, thunderstorms, and patches of ground 
fog, which are expected to be widely scattered in the general 
vicinity of the station and it is expected that there is only a 
slight chance that they will affect the station itself . Lowest 
ceilings and visibilities expected in the phenomena in the 
vicinity will be included in the forecast. 
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Example: PLATF 0909 20 :SKN 15 2315 15 OVC 2TRW VC~TY 0 
QNH 29.99 
This forecast is for a ceiling of 2 ,000 broken and 
visibility 15 miles. Thu~derstorms are expected in the 
area with only a slight chance that they will affect the 
station. Lowest ceiling and visibility expected in the 
thunderstorms are 1,500 feet overcast and 2 miles. 
(4) GRADUALLY (GRADU). This term i~dicates an improving 
or deteriorating condition during a specific period. 
Example: PLATF 0909 25 BKN 10 2310 QNH 30.00 
GRADU 15-172 15 OVC 2R-F 2315 QNH 29.99 
The forecast for 0900Z is for 2, 500 feet broken, 10 
miles visibility. Between lSOOZ and 1700Z the conditions 
are expected to gradually deteriorate to 1500 overcast 
with 2 miles visibility in light rain ar,d fog. 
(5) FRONTAL PASSAGES (FROPA). Frontal passages will be 
included in the forecast only if weath..:r or a condition of 
operational significance is forecast. It will be indicated by 
writing FROPA preceded by a four figure time grot.:.p indicating the 
expected time of frontal passage and will be followed by an 
adjusted forecast. 
Example: PLATF 0909 15 OVC lm~ 231G20 CNH 2 9 . 98 
1330Z GLD FROPA 20 BKN 80 BKN 7 
3215G30 QNH 30.01 
Ceiling and visibility are forecast tt) be 1,500 feet 
overcast and 1 mile in rain showers. A cold front is 
expected to pass the station at 1330Z with conditions 
improving to 2, 000 feet broken 8, 000 feet broken and 
visibility 7 miles after frontal passage. 
(6) QNH - The lowest forecast altimeter setting (QNH) 
will be included in the remarks for each change occurring in the 
forecast. 
Example: PLATF 0909 8 OVC 2R-F 1510 QNH 29.98 
16Z 200VC 4R-F 1210 QNH 30.01 
The lowest forecast altimeter setting from 09Z to 
expected to be 29.98 inches. After 16Z the 
forecast altimeter setting is expected to be 
inches. 





PLATF 0909 15SCT 80 BKN 15 1810 SCT V BKN QNH 30.02 0 






152 15 ave 3R-F 1815 OCNL 8 ovc lRF Q~~H 
29.99 
172 5 ave 3/4RF 1810 VSBY 1/2Vl QNH 29.98 
192 25 OVC 5R-F 2315 TEMP 15 OVC 3RF QNH 
29.98 
GRADU 21Z-23Z 15 OVC lTRW 2315G25 QNH 29.97 
00002 CLD FROPA 20 SGT 80 BKN 10 3215G30 QNH 
30.01 
03Z CLR 10 3312G25 QNH 30.04 
The Plain Language Terminal Forecast covers a 24-hour period from 
09002 to 0900Z. The forecast for 09002 to 1200Z is for 1,500 feet 
scattered 8,000 feet broken, visibility 15 miles. 
Surface wind is forecast to be from 180° at 10 knots. The 1,500 
foot scattered layer will be variable to broken. The lowest 
forecast altimeter setting is 30.02 inches. 
From 1200Z to lSOOZ the ceiling is forecast to be 1, 500 feet 
broken with an 8 ,000 foot overcast layer above. VisibiJity is 
expected to be 5 miles in haze. Expected winds are 180 at 10 
knots. REMARKS indicate that widely scattered thunderstorms, with 
·1,000 foot overcast ceilings and visibility of 2 miles in rain 
showers, are expected in the general vicinity and there is only a 
slight chance that they will affect the station itself. Lowest 
forecast altimeter setting ~s 30.00 inches. 
Forecast for 1500Z to 17002 is 1, 500 feet overcast with visi-
bility 3 miles in light rain and fog. Occasionally during this 
period ceilings are expected to lower to 800 feet overcast with 
visibility reduced to 1 mile in moderate rain and fog. Lowest 
forecast altimeter setting is 29.99 inches. 
From 1700Z to 1900Z the ceiling is expected to be 500 feet 
overcast and visibility 3/4 mile in moderate rain and fog. During 
this period, however, the visibility is expected to be variable 
between 1/2 and 1 mile. Wind is forecast to be 180° at 10 knots. 
Lowest forecast altimeter setting is 29.98 inches. 
From 19002 to 21002 the forecast ceiling and visibility are 2,500 
feet overcast and 5 miles in light rain and fog . For temporary 
periods during this time, the ceiling is expected to lower to 
1,500 feet overcast with visibili~ reduced to 3 miles in 
moderate rain and fog. Winds of 230 at 15 knots are expected. 
Lowest forecast altimeter setting is 29.98 inches . 
From 2100Z to 23002 the ceiling and visibility are expected to 
gradually become 1, 500 feet overcast and 1 mile in thunder-
showers. Winds are expected to become 230° at 15 knots with gusts 
to 25 knots. Lowest forecast altimeter setting is 29.97 inches. 
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At OOOOZ a cold front is expected to pass the area with 0 · 
conditions improving to 2 ,000 feet scattered 8 ,000 feet broken 
with vbsibility 10 miles after frontal passage. Winds wi 11 veer 
to 320 at 15 knots with gusts to 30 knots. Lowest forecast 
altimeter setting is 30.01 inches. 
From 0300Z to the end of the forecast period at 0900Z, conditions 
are expected to be clear with 10 miles visibility and surface 
winds 330° at 12 knots with gusts to 25 knots. Lowest forecast 
altimeter setting is 30.04 inches. 
h. Amended Terminal Forecast. An amended terminal forecast 
will be issued at anytime the LOrecaster considers it advisable 
in the interest of safety, efficiency of aircraft operations, 
flight planning, dispatching, operational control and in-flight 
assistance to aircraft. In determining the need for an amendment, 
first consideration will be given to providing adequate advance 
warning of the development of conditions bearing on the safety o~ 
enroute aircraft and the adjustment of any forecast that is 
failing in such a way as to create a potential hazard. The 
following criteria should be used as additional guidelines in 
determining whether an amendment is needed. However, both the 
responsibility and the authority for issuing amendments, when 
they are of importance in the sense outlined above, rest upon the 
forecaster. 
(1) Thunderstorms 
(a) A thunderstorm was not forecast, but later 
occurs or is expected to occur. 
(b) A thunderstorm was forecast, but later is not 
expected to occur. 
(2) Surface Wind 
(a) 
knots, but: lelter 
knots or more . 
The surface wind was forecast less than 15 
is expected to reach, or is reported as, 25 
(b) the surface wind was forecast as 25 knots or 
more, but later is expected to be in error by 20 knots or more. 
{ 3) Icing 
(a) Freezing precipitation at the surface or ice 
pellets was not forecast, but later occurs or is expected to 
occur. 
( b) Freezing precipitation at the surface or ice o 








2000' or above 





5 miles or more 
2 miles or more 
less than 3 miles 
less than 1 mile 
Amend forecast if conditions 
change to, or are later 
expected to become, 
1000' or below 
500' or below 
2000' or above 
1000' or above 
Amend forecast if conditions 
change to, o~ are later 
expected to oecome, 
3 miles or l~ss 
1 mile or less 
5 mile~ s or m:>re 
2 miles or m:>re 
These criteria will be prominentJ.y posted for ready reference of 
forecasters. 
( 6) Amended terminal forec.ast will be written in the 
same form as the scheduled terminal fcrecast except that the 
contraction "AMO" will follow the valid time of the forecast. 
Amended forecasts will extend only to 1:he end of the current 
(original) forecast period. Delayed or corrected forecasts will 
be filed in the same manner except that the contractions "RTD" or 
"COR" will follow the valid time res~ectively. 
i. PLATF Format (Heading Example). 
(1) Scheduled 
PLATF 0303 (Text) 
(2) Amended 
PLATF 0503 AMO (Text) 
(3) Correction 
PLATF 0303 COR (Text) 
I 
( 4) Delayed 
PLATF 0303 RTD (Text) 
R) NOTES: 1. Terminal Forecasts (PLATF and TAF) transmitted as 
a correction (COR) or amendment (A~lD) shall be 
prepared for transmission as follows: after the 
final data group of th-: test, add COR or AMO as 
appropriate followed by the four digit time in GMT 
of the COR or AftD, i.e., COR 1321. 







Enclosure (2) to NAVOCEANCOM INSTRUCTION 3143.lC 
LIST OF EXCEPTIONS TO CODI NG n:sTRt]CTIONS FOR AERODRO~·t E FORECAST 
{TAF) 
The coding criteria and guidance for tte Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) 
are contained in reference (a) , with the following exceptions 
applicable to Navy and Marine Corps activities: 
1. The following code words will not be used: 
CAVOK and WX NIL. ~ 
2. The forecast prevailing visibility will be used in place 
of horizontal visibility as required by reference (a) • 
The criteria for determining the prevailing visibility 
will be in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 
2.4. 
3. The change groups, 96GGGp, 9 :'GGGp, and 98GGGp are not 
used. Rather, the following ·:hange indicators will be 
utilized: GRADU, RAPID, TEMPC', and INTER. The defini-
tions shall be the same as tbJse contained in reference 
(a) • 
4. The lowest forecast altimeter setting in inches will be 
appended in the remarks sec1:ion following the cloud 
group, e.g., QNH 2992 INS. 
5. The ceiling indicator (C YGhshshs) will be entered in the 
remarks section, e.g., CIG020 ~ each time a cloud group 
is forecast in which a. c:eil i. ng is expected: The CIG 
indicator shall follow the QNH indicator. 
6. Correction and amendment transmission requirements shall 
be in accordance with enclusure (1). 
RATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 
AVIATION FORECAST CO DE 
~RYl 0316162 5 SCT C10 BKN soov:3 3RW-~ 2115G25S OCNL 
CSBKN 10 OVC6 21Z7 10 SCT 10Z VFR8 
1. Three l:t":er sta<:ion id:-c-:ifii::=. 
2. Forecast period, DDGGGG, whar-: DD is "th: ia-c s 
fi:=st GG is -:he hou= (:;~T) of -:he pegini:i~ 
forecas-:. The second '.;G is the ;;n 1:.r.g hour 
forecas-: (GMT). 
~ Sky cove= and cailing info:=maticc. Sams as PLATP an1 
A~r!lays,cods ~xcapt c::il;ng heigh't .;.s,indica-::e:i by 11 c:•. 
4. V1s1b1l:.ty an:i obst=uc~:.J~s 't.O vis~on and/or w~a-;~ar. 
~am~ as PLATF . ~nd Airways code e~c:p-c vis~bili"Cy is 
i::id.:.cat;d only l r exp.:c-:ed ~o bs 6 m:.le s o= l~s?. . . 
5. W.:.nd. Same :.s PLArF and A:.rways =xc~pi:. g=oup :..s om.:.-:.~-:d 
if wind is ex?ect.:d ~o be less -:. han 10 knots. 
6. Rsmarks. Sam:: as PLATF: cnly 'thosa g.:0 ~1os wh:..ch a:r.; 
axl)i:ct.ed t.o b-s d:..ffs.:-ent f!:om o=i:na=y fo=:cas-r; a:-.a 
ina.ica": ~d. So me unicru: abb revi3. -:ions us::i ~== as 
follows: · 
RSK or ?SBL: L.;.ss ":~an 10 perc~n-: ch:.nc~. 
SLT CHC: 1 O :.o 20 oercer_t c!iance. 
CHC: 30 to 40 o.::rc;;nt chanc-=. 
3RF: G::::a":.er ":~an 50 psr::::n": cha&ct3. 
7. GGZ. Fo=~cast change ir.d ica":or. G:; in di ca "::s ":.ha hour 
.(G:i'.f> _ -:hs r.;w foracas-; b;g ins. All atiplicabls groups 
J.:lC-Ud'=d• 
8. Las<. 6 hou =s of f ori:cast p .;r io d i :i~l udsd for: planning 





Low Instrume!lt Flying Rules. Ceiling l;ss ": .han 
500 feet and/er v:.Sibili1:.y lsss '":.nan 1 :nila. 
I~s-trumsnt Flying Rules. c::.ling l~ss 4: han 1000 
f~Gt bu:. grea-:sr ":han or equal ~o 500 f;s~ a~d/o= 
v~s:..tili":y l~ss ~~an 3 mil~s but g:ea:.ar ~ban 1 
mi le. 
Marginal Visual_Fly:.ng Rul~s. ~ailir.3 2.sss 't.h?-'!: 
or egual 3000 !:C:'?":. bu~ g=ea":ar -:han o= :crual ~c 
1000 :ee~ and/er V:..sibili~y lsss ":aan or ~qual ":o 
5 mil~s but g::=a:.ei: than er eoual 't~ 3 :nil:s. 
Visual Fly~ng . . R1:1l:s. Cc:iliii9 gz--::a";.e:- th~:l 3000 
fs i::t and visio:!.l!.ty gre3. -:er t ha!l 5 m:.lss. 
* Wh;n ~hes~ g=cups a=s used, ceili:lg :.~fjrma~ion is 
indica ~=d by th~ abr=viat.ion "C!G" follcwsd ny th: 
most s:.gn:..ficar..": phenomc:non of the psri~d. Fa~ 
-:xamol.; "C!G F" would indicate f:> g as ~:is o::ima=y 
caus:: of ~he lcw c~ilfag. · 
If the wicd speed is exosci:.sd tc be 25 kno~s or greater, 
i t is indicat.~d _by ":h~- abb=~viai:.~on "WND 19 f:>ll:>wea by 
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HETAR Re!Nlrks Sfgntffcant to Afr Traffic Control 
A B 0 
When condftfo• observed Is : Then enter: 
1. 1. Cetltng eAfsts . tncludtng totally "CIG·. ceiling designator "D" e i ther H,E or w 
obscured sky When cefltng Is less than l,000 feet, and celling 
height (vertical visibtl tty) "l!hh. In hundreds of 
feet above ffeld elevation; e.g •• CICHOl2, CIGllO , - - -b. Layer amount(s) total 5/8 or more In "CIGNO" (do not enter far partially obscured sky 
Col1111111 J but do not constitute a ceiling exfstfng alone). 
c. V1rfable ceiling height below J,000 feet ''CIG". celling designator "D" and average or all 
observed values; then ~CIG" fol lowed by extrl!llH!S 
of varfabfllty (lowest height • •1" hfahest hefght l ; 
e,9., CIGH012 CIG010V016, CIGOZ9 CIG026VOJJ . 
d. Variable sky cover (during the past 15 Condition exh tfng at observation time (see a. and 
minutes and varfab11 I ty .~ffects the presence b. above) , i.e. • CI GOllh'• or C rG NO , "OCllL ~ and 
of a ceil tng belcw J ,ooo feet Clr.110 or CJGllhhh for the other condition existing 
fn the period; e.g. , CIG037 OCNL CIG018, CIGtlO 
OCNL CIG02J (see tlote ll .. 
2. •• Wind direction varying by 60° or more "WHO" followed by extremes of variability, separated durtng period of observation, wit~ wind by "V"; e.g •• WNtl 270V340. 
speed of 7 knots or more 
b. Magnetic wind direction (at Air Force 
locations di~seminitinq observati>ns locally 
and on lo11gline teletype using a single tape) 
Using symbolic fol"lll "MAGdd" (•dd" •wind direction 
In tens of degrees); e.q., HAG16. 
J. a. Prevailing visibil ity less than 3 miles "VtS" followed by extremes of variability ( lowest 
and varying by one or more reoortable values value, "V", highest value); e.g •• VIS 1/4Vl/2, 
VJS O. 7Vl .O. 
b. Sector visibility 3t less tha1 J miles 
differing from the prevail ing vis bl ti ty 
"VIS", sector Identification, and visibi l ity in 
the sector(s); e.g., VIS N2 VIS Nl .8E0. 7. Identify 
the observation point if it differs from that for 
which the preva11 tng visibility Is reported; e.g. , 
TWR VIS NJ/4. 
c. Preva111nq visibility of 4 mi es or Location frorn wh I ch observation was made ·vrs" . and 
less, and a different :> l'~Vailtng ••isibil i ty the vislbilitl value; e.g., TWR VIS 3, TWR VIS 2.5. 
ts reported fror.1 a loca~lon other than the 
official observation site. 
4. •• Tornado, funnel cl~~d. or wattrspout tn Oescriotion, time of beoinnfno (see llote 2), progress distance from station (if known ), direction from 
station, and direction of movement or 'MOVHT UNK": 
e.g., TORNADO NE HOVD II, FUNNEL CLOUD 820 S t(JVHT 
UHK. 
b. Tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout Description, time of ending or beginning and ending 
having ended or disappear~1 (see Note 2), and direction of movement; e .g., 
TORNADO HOVD N, FUllNEL CLOUD 816E19 NW OSIPTD. 
c. Tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout Source or "UtlCONFIRMED", descriotion , location, 
reported by an outside source as havin9 direction of movement or "HOVl1T UllK" , and time 
occurred within the past l hour ~nd has observed; e.g., CIVIL POLICE TORNADO l SW EDIU HOV 
not been observed at the station or pre· H 1608, PILOT TORNADO IDS 110VHT UNK. 
viously reoorted by another source 
d. Thunderstorm fn-orogress "TS", time of beginning (see ~ote 2), distance 
fro111 station (If known), direction from station. 
and dfrectfan of movement ( tf ~nown); e.g • • TS 
OVHD MOV SE, TSBOJ SW HOV NE. 
e . Thunders tonr1 end Ing •rs•, time of ~ndfng or be9~nnin9 and endfnq (see 
Note 2), and direction of movement; e.g., TS MOYD 









-·· - · ·---
A B 
Wiien condition observed ts: Then enter. 
f . Lightning Frequency ("~RO;.-'Or ··o::Trl:.). tyoe-~ anddirection-
fro111 station; e.q. , OCNL L!GCCCG N, FRQ LTGCAJC . SW-NW • Direction may be omitted If the same as 
TS or CB/CBHAH re~ark. -- -----·-
g. K11l "GR" and t i me of beginning, ending, or hath (see 
Note 2); "HLSTO" and dl.:.111t?ter (in inches) of the 
largest hailstone ; e.~ • • HLSiO 1, GUB1JE14 HlSTO 
1/2. 
h. Preciaitation varving in intensity Type and intensity for condition at time of obser-
during the oeriod of observation vation, "OCNL", and tyoe and intensity to which 
ft varied durfnq the oeriod of observation; e.9. , 
RA- OCllL RA, SNSH OCNL sus•:• . 
i . Precipitation at a distance fr0111 (but Type and in tens lty (or "U" i fUiikii'O.~n), and 
not at) the station direction frOlll station; e.g., RASHU SW, SNSH OVR 
HTS N. 
j. Obscuring phe110111tna at a dtsunce 
(but not at) the station 
from Descriotion and direction from station; 1.g •• 
FG BANK NE-SE . 
s. a. Breaks or an area absent of clouds in "BRKS" and direction from station; e.g. , BRICS N, 
a layer, below 1,000 feet, which covers at BRKS OVR H1. Olllft remar~ if breaks are tn all 
least 5/8 but less than 8/8 of thP sky quadrants. 
b. Ceflino or sky condition at a distance 
differinq from that at the station 
Description and location; e.g., r.IG LWR OVR CITY, 
LWR CLOS W APCHG STN, CLO BASE OBSC HTS W. 
c. Cumulontllilus (for which no thunderstorw "CB" , distance frocn station {tf kncwn), location, 
is being reoorted) and movement (lf known); e.g., CB iOS HOV NE, CB 
OVHO lt)V E. 
d. Cumuloniirbus Halmla (wi th or without Same as Cu1R1lonin2>us , exeept usf! "CSMAM~ ; e.g •• 
thunder CBIWI lOW l()V SE. 
e. Towering C~lus . "TCU" , dhtance fl"Olll statfoa {if k1 own) and dirac-
tton fro111 s tation; t . g., TCIJ NE, TtU 25SW. 
f. Standing lenticular or rotor clouds I Description and dir~ct1on f~nm stal ion; e. g., FEW SMt. ACSL Sll-iol , LRG ROTOtl CLOS t VR HTS S. 
g. Altocumulus Castell1nus "ACCAS" and directior. f!" um station . e.g., ACCAS 
SL 
h. Vertical or inclined trails of Precfo- "VIRGA" and direction frOfll station • e.g., VIRGA NW. 
l tat1on that do not reach the surface 
~: 
1. Examples of variable sky cover: 
Observed Sk;t Condition ~ 
2/SSC, varylng to 3/8 2ST010 '2SC025 Ci l'ollO OCNL : JGM025 
3/SSC, varying to 2/8 2ST010 JSC025 C1GM02S OCtr. ClGNO 
2/BST, varytnq to 1/8 ZST010 3SC025 lAC080 ClGEOZS OCNL CIGDBO 
2. Air force: 
ff the initial soecia1.observatton taken for the beqinning and/or endi ng ~! tornadtc &ctivity, 
thunderstorm, or hall was not transmitted on longl ine Teletyoe, Include the time of beginning (B) 
and/or endfnq (E) with the current (most ~cent ) r~ark in the next sr,RS, or SA, observation which 
is transmitted lonqline. Enter the indicator B a-,d/ or E anlj the aooropriate t ime(~) i11111edhtely 
following the phenomena reported ; e.g., TSBJS MOYE GR83i£39 H~STO 3/4. 
!re entered for longl ine trans•fsston only. 
These ~ and or E ti1111s 
~: 
TlieSe remarks will be entered In the Ini tial SP/RS observation taken for the beginning and/or 
ending unless the observation is not transmi tte~ . lf the initial SP/ RS observation is not trans•itted 
the reniarll will not be entered In that observation but will be entered In the next SP,RS, or SA 





I . ------- -·--- -------------
METAR Remartcs Significant to :-ieteorologists 
A 
When condition observed 1s: 
• 1. •• Wind shf ft 
b. Recorded wind soeed having exceeded 25 
knots since the last Record observation and 
this Sllf'ed was not Included iu the body of 
a Soecial observation transmitted on lonq· 
Tine Teletvoe 
2. a. Snow denth Increase of 1 inch or more 
In the past hour 
b. Wet snow (snow that tontains 
amount of liquid) 
a great 
] , a. Pressure rising or falling at a rate 
of 0.06 Inch Hg oer hDllr or more totalling 
a change of 0.02 Inch Hg or more at the time 
of observation 
b. Pressure unsteady, as shown by sharo 
barogram troucihs and crests that deoart 
from the mean trend bv at least ~ .OJ Inch 
Hg. 
c. Bar~ram •v• (see Note below and 
ChaDter 8 . Recorded on the next Record 
observation only 
4. a. Aurorae observed in oast hour at 
st~tions North of 45• :1orth l.ltitude. 
~: Air Force 
Only stations us i ng the barograoh as the 




"HSHFT" and the tilll'! of beolnnino; followed bv 
"FROPA" i f reasonably certain the shift was the 
result of a frontal nassage; e .g .• WSHFT ~a. 
WSHFT 23 FROPA. Also If the inftal entry is not 
transmitted on lonqline Teletype, e"ter the 
remark in the next observation which is trans~ltted 
longl1ne. 
"PK WNO" , the direction and hf qhest soeed, a ''/" 
and time of occurrence : e .q., PK WND 2731/03. [f 
the soeed occurred MOre than once, encode the 
first occurrence. Omit the remark If the speed 
Is Included In the body of th is Record observation . 
"SNDHli:R" and the amount of i ncrease In snow deoth, 
in Inches, In the next Record observation; e.q, , 
SNOINCR 2. 
"WET SN". 
'PRESRR" or "PRESFR" as aonroorfate. 
"PRES UNSTDY" 
"LOWEST PRES • , the luwP.st sea level oressure in 
tens ,uni ts, and tenths of a mil ll bar, •nil thi! ti.1'11 
of occurrence; e.q., LOHEST PRES 631 2345 . 
"AURBO" In the next Record observation (tD ln:lud~ 
each subsequent Record observation throu9hout the 































































































' . , :n.:_ 
• ••• ~~ov.; 
• • • • • • al-:ocu mul us 
alt ocumulus cas"tell=nJs 





• • .. 
• • • all quaa=a~~s 
• .. alti~;~~r s~~~ing 
al-::::.Ud6 
• • • amar,d • 
• • 
• 
• • • al-:.os-': :::a~ us 
::. bov~ st:a l~v "=l 
( to1iowed. 
bsgir.iJg.of prec~p~~ation 
by tim: ~n m~~ pa~t hour} 
• • b+ow.:;.ng dus-c 





• • • 
blowing sand 
• • • • br~; f 
.blo'!'~r.g s~ow 







• • • • calm • 
• clear a·- ~u=bulanc~ 
• ~lcu~ and visibilit.y OK 
i.e. no clouds b:low 5000 f=~~; 
v isi bili~ y.? m.:j. l :s or mer~: 
no prec~pi:!t:on J; s;~=ms 















cam •1icni~b us" mamma-:us 
co r. vec::..vi; 
c i --o c:• .,...::i .... u == .. :--: c1.imuius 
cu :nulus frac-: us 
=ycloge::i;sis 
• • dust. 
• qew pc:,.:it 
• • • a~:pe:l.!.r.a 
i a:.a-~:.me group 
! ~n~ing ~f p ::sc:pi~a~:..cn 





• • • f ~a 
:.=i:a f or.:cas.;: 
• fo::-ecast 
:=or..-: ,j ger.es:.s 
• fro r.~olys:.s 
• • • . fr~qu :n t 
f:-onta+ pass:.g: 
• f;:ez:~g lsv~l 
-::~ m :~~l !O!'~CaS't 
g US't 
haze 
• • • . . • •• ic~ :~a 
ins~ru~~~ ~ ~l'g n ~ -u 1 :~ 
































Q • • • 
QSTNRY 
R • • 
RABAL 
RAOi3 


























• • 3JIO k: 
dr-: z:: ~:. 
• • • la-::..-:uJ.e 
i:.. oht. n i ng 
•••• 101o1 !FR 
•••• , • . •.•••• longi-:.u : i:-
• • • l 2ah-: :iing cl::> ud- -:o- cloud 
cloud- -:o-clou 1, ::loud--: c-':l=ound 
l i gr.~ ~ i~g cl9ud-~o-g::ou~d 
• liq h ~ r.; ng c+oud7":0-wa ~ ~r 
• 
• 




• • •.•• lig!l~~:.pg it. cl9uas 
and va:-:tabla (r~la~:.:ig 1:0 wir.d) 
. . . . 




mod er!. t 6' 
msan sea le-vel 
vor~ici-:y adv~c~:.on 






pr~c~pi-:a-:ion cetl in g 
•••• ~:-essure al:.:::.udE 
oilo~ ba_loor. obssrv~~ion 
p~lot r e vert ps::~ain~ng ~o 
mstec~o-og:tcal co:iditions 
prossure fa+1 ; ng =ap~gly 
pres s u=: =isi~g rap~aly 
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